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Workshop To Be
Held July 14-19

Young People Of
Church Leave For
Ridgecrest, N.C.

Vol. LXXXIX No. 158

Lester Nanny
Is Red Cross
Chapter Head

One of four regional workshops spansored by the NationA group of young people and al Association of Teachers of
adults from the First Baptist Singing will be held July 14-19
Church left this morning (Wed- on the Murray State University
nesday) at 4:30 by bus for a campus.
week at Ridgecrest Baptist As
Fellow says if the guaranteed
The workshop, only one of
sembly in North Carolina.
minimum income is such a
The generosity of residents
its type this summer east
of
director
MurMillet,
C.
raise
Hobert
and
In the New Concord
good idea why don't they
the Mississippi River, will inyouth of the church, arranged clude evening coneerts open to
it from $4,000 per year to $20,- ray Route Five area and the
for the group to spend the the public. Several guest art4000 and then NONE of us will efforts of a Rescue Squad mem•
week at the Baptist Assembly ists aad composers will particiber and his wife yielded over
have to work.
near Ashville, N. C. They will pate i the institute. ,
$840 in the drive to purchase
return home early Thursday
The U. S. S. Pueblo vms seized A fire truck tor C,alloway Coun•
CheIrmaie of lo9a1 arrange.. •
morning, July 11.
by North Korea on the high trCross, was ineheeole to
ment.; is''Carl Rogers. associate
Lester Nanney, Postmaster o
The young people have had professor of voice at 515U. He
Boyce and Hilda McCulaton
seas 162 days ago.
serve as a director since she
Calloway
former
and
many activities during the year said the workshop's purpose is Murray
canvassed that area during the
has served for two consecutive
and have especially used the "to develop •a deeper under- County Court Clerk was named terms. Mrs. Anderson has serAmerican soldier past week and found that these
The first
Calloway
Chairman of the
church parking lot since lights
killed in Viet Nam was SP4 people were very interested in
and as
ved as a director for several
Magness, were installed by the church. standing of the problems
County chapter of the AmeriJames Thomas Davis of Living- making the drive a success. Mr Charles Magness, son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
years and was not available to
techniques - involved with good
ston. Tennessee on December McCuiston is county forester Farmer Avenue, Murray, pktured on the left is the re- Volley ball games are held each Voice training."
serve another term.
For1961. Since then over 25,1130 with the state Division of
tiring president of the Mayfield Optimist Club. Standing week by the young people as . The National Association of
Other officers named at the
Americans have loot their lives estry. Mrs. McCuisten is a rural next to Magness is Charles Stone, Lt. Governor of Opti- well as ball games by the Royal Teachers of Singing includes
meeting yesterday were Robert
Ambassadors of the church.
there. Kentucky has lost MS mail carrier.
Moyer, vice-chairman, Charles
private voice teachers as -walmist International. On the right is Ray Cash, incoming
Other recreational activities es those in colleges, universitOther collections by the Memen.
Hale, treasurer, and M. Ruth
Club.
Mayfield
the
of
president
are planned including a family
Cinstons included $50 from
Cole, secretary.
Mayfield Messenger Phut* night to be started following ies, conservatories, mid public
As dusk fell yesterday a fam Burton Young and Chuck Hoke,
The quarterly report of the
schools.
rethe return from Ridgecrest.
executive-secretary, Mrs. Jean
ily of Blue Jays up in the Poet Texaco distributors. Several
The workshop is open to the
No Paper July 4
The young people have their public. The registration. fee is
Blankenship, indicated that CalOak were whining, muttering, sidents made $20 and $30 doown prayer meetings in the
nations.
loway County received $5,000
and arguing.
for the entire event or
$40
The Murray-Calloway County
The city retaij area and shop- church parsonage building each $8.50 pee day-.
Dear Editor:
(Continued on Back Page)
ping centers will be closed up Wednesday night.
Via have some green Wild CD Rescue Squad drive for a
Since- it is time to celebrate
Young people included in,
Cherries They are red when $12,000 fire truck now stands ratic.,Declaration 'of Independen- tight for the most part tomorrow July 4. Some groceries, the list leaving this morning
9they are green, item Ilke Black at just over one-quarter com- ce, it
worthwhile to think
-la Mcplete. Anyone wishing to make
service stations and eating were Debbie Joists, An
Berries.
we
Sometimes
about
freedom.
places may be open, but most Dowell, Judy Adams, Debbie
a tax deductible donation may
for
serthink
time
very
is
it
Appel, Gayle Rogers. Cindy.
businesses will be closed.
A young Jay up' the Willow mail their contribution 4.0 the ious thought.
All federal, state, city and Wagar, Celia Simmons, Rita
tree was tugging at something. Murrey-failloway County „CD
As we think upon our freeWe wondered what he was do- Rescue Squad, Box 231, Murray, dom, our finds go back to the county Offices will be closed Harris, Becky Robertson, Kathy. FT. WOLTERS. Tex. (ART
for the day. City Police and Ellison, Sue Ann Story', Earlene
ing so we looked at some of Ky.
founders of our nation and their
NCi - Chief Warrant Office
Firemen will be on duty and Warlord, Linda Boyd, Robbie'
the limbs down close to the
writing
Compton, son o
in
our
purpose
Constisnail
office may be cok Wilkerson, Terry Hart, David George L.
sherriff's
the
gnound and found that
tutioe -that of freedom of worClarence Compton, 6540 Napie
Mrs. Mary Bucy Owens, age
Soeis'
!
the
Larry
polici.
Chris
city
Hill;
Kerlica.
the
in
throagh
up
tacted
rolled
was
caterpiller
ship. In the First Amendment
Road. Plymouth, -Mich., corn
73, died Tuesday at 11:30 p. m
department or by calling the er, and Tommy Jones.
leaf ends. The Jay was having
helicopter pi
there was a declaration that
16-week
a
pleted
at a hospital in Pontiac, Mich.,
Adults making the trip are
deputies' homes.
1 a dinner at the Caterpiller's
.
Congress shall not make a law
course at the Army Prifollowing an extended illness.
and Times will Ms and Mrs. Robert C. Miller, lot
Ledger
The
Nanny
Lester
expense
"prohibiting the free exercise"
Helicopter School, Ft.
The deceased was a former
next Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Howard, mary
Several persons have been of religion. But due to misun- not publish tomorrow. The
Wolters, Tex., June 21.
resident of Calloway County
Our Birch Tree is a beauty. It charged and fined in the Call- derstandings-if not mistakes regular issue will be on Friday. and Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley.
During the course, he was can Red Cross yesterday at the but had lived in Pontiac for the
soars ilia the air for maybe oway County Court of Judge in interpreting the Constitution
trained to fly' Army helicopters annual meeting of the chapter. past seven years. She was a
white
bark
crinkly
fifty feet, its
Hall McCuiston during the past
that right to pray has been
and learned to use them in
Nanney has served as vice- member of the Mt. 'Pleasant
against the green background. , week. Records show the follow- interfered with by the courts.
cheat maneuvers: ------Baptist Church.
chairman of the chapter.
in
have
questions
ing oocurred.
any
If we
He will next undergo' advanSurvivors are one daughter,
Five directors were also namA Mulberry tree back in the
Edward Hale Tidwell, Dexter our minds about the intent of
ced flight training at the Army ed at the meeting to replace Mrs. Eugene (Barbara) Slezenwoods. We would just as soon Route One, speeding, fined the writers of the Constitution,
Aviation School, Ft:- Rucker, outgoing directors. Retiring di- ger of Pontiac. Nlichrone sisIt was back there where the $10.00 costs $18.00; State Police. we can go back more than a
Dr. Hugh Houston of th Ala.
rectors are Miss Ruth Cole, ter, Mrs. Joe McCuitt n of New
well.
too
it
hit
sunlight does not
Jerry Carol, Almo, public half century earliest where
Houston-McDevitt Clinic wil
at Mrs. Claude Anderson, Mrs. Cord; two broil* s, Robert
His wife, Patricia, lives'
by
plagued
-- Rulberry Trees are
return to his office about Au 1669 Ryan Ave Murray, Ky. Coleman McDevitt, and Robert Bucy of New Con-cord and Chardrunkenness, fined $10.00 costs their religious zeal was reflectWord has been received of gust 15 after two months o
s
big webs of Caterpdlers.
ed in the famous "Mayflower
$18.00, Sheriff.
0. Miller. Waylon.Rayburn and lie Bucy of Hazel Route Two:
Frank Houston, Murray Route Compact." In this they stated the death of Mrs. John (Ann) rest.
Robert Wilson, also directors, one granddaughter;, three great
Mrs.
and
blooming.
Mr.
of
daughter
is
Vine
Pool,
Bugle
cardhad
The
The doctor said he
Six, public drunkenness, fined their purpose- "To advance
DUPLICATE BRICSA
grandchildren.
have moved from the city.
forLouisville,
of
Puckett
iac irregularity for 48 hours;
the kingdom of our Lord Jesus Roy
$1,8.00 costs $18.00, Sheriff.
Funeral services will be held
New directors named are
If
County.
Althea
Calloway
or
Row of Sharon
but he did not have a heart atJotm Ghiboudy, 2501 Hol- Christ and enjoy liberties of merly of
The Holiday Inn open dupli-, Miss-Ruth Cole, Robert 0. Mil- Friday at one p. m. at the Mt.
Mrs. Pool is the granddaugh- tack as hail been reported. cate bridge club_ will greet osi ler, William Boyd, Randall Pat- Carmel Baptist Church near
blooming. These came from brook Avenue. Cairo, Ill., fish- the Gospel in purity."
Mrs. Morgan Sisk and we did ing without a license, fined
Dr Houston was advised
Many of us believe that the ter of Mrs. Mamie Puckett
Thursday July 4 at 6:00 p.
terson, Field Montgomery (new New Concord with Rev. D. W.
not expect them to bloom this $15.00 costs $18.00; Game and blessings which we have en- Jones of 1201 Vine Street, Mur- lake a two Months rest from at the Holiday Inn. All bridge hospital . administrator) and Billington officiating.
Ivy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
and
lothe
at
ray,
practice
our
year.
are
in
land
joyed
his medical
the reFist Warden.
Interment will be in the Mcplayers are invited to be pre- Mrs. Curtis Mdys. Mrs. McDecal clinic.
Clayton Bridges, cold check. sults of our keeping the cove- Duncan of Hardin.
sent for the club meeting.
vitt, long a worker in the local Cuiston Cemetery with the ar31,
yesterday
age
woman,
late
The young
tog, amended to breach of enant our founders made with
rangements by the Blalock-Cole• Poking around
as dusk was falling fast and peace, fined $10.00 costs $25.00, Almighty God May God 'grant died June 27 at St. Anthony's
man Funeral Home where
that we shall not lose the spirit Hospital, Louisville. Her death
was looking at a young Hickory restitution $117.71; Sheriff.
friends may call after eight
about ten feet high. Put our
Judy Miller, cold „checking, of this covenant and the hope was due to a ruptured blood
-a. m. on Thursday.
of a bright future be lost with vessel. She was stricken on
hand onto a branch and we got fined
costs $2.7bo,
she
while
22,
June
.Saturday.
it.
--- stitution• $22,39,' Sheriff.
Many missionaries and sold- was feeding her baby boy born
Owen Farris, cold checking,
(Continued on Back Page) .
fined $10.00 costs $25.00, re- iers after serving in other on Thursday, June 20.
Survivers are her. husband
stitution $90.50; Sheriff.
lands have rejoiced in returnJohn Pool, three sons, Johns
Lonnie Tucker, public drunking to their home land - the
age nine, Jimmy. age eigh;
enness, fined $10.00 costs
(Continued on Bock Page)
and Jeffrey, born June 20, raid
$18.00; Jailer.
The funeral for Cpl. Gary
4
her parents, all of Louisville
Clayton Bridges, tcold checkWilkinson. first Calloway Counand her grandparents.
ing, given thirty days, suspendty soldier killed in the VietThe Senior Citizens Club will ed, restitution $25.00; Sheriff.
Funeral and burial services
nam War, was held today at
hold its regular luncheon !fleet- _ Karl William
were held in Louisville last
Lee. public
2:30 pip. at the chapel of the
ing at the Community Center drunkenness, fined $10.03 costs
Saturday.
Max H.`Churrhill Funeral Home
on Ellis Drive on Friday. July $18.00; Sheriff.
•- s
with Rev. Joe Walker and Rev.
5. at one p. m..
A. M. Thomas officiating.
A potluck luncheon will be
FOUR CITED
Serving as pallbearers. were
setved with Mrs. Hillard Sharpe
Bobby Satterv.hite, Rennie Ross,
and Mrs. Olive Hagan as the
Four persons were cited by
Mark Lassiter, •Keith Curd,
hostesses.
James Harold Housden,. Harry
* The club meets each first the Murray Police Department new. Norman Culpepper will
Patterson. Johnny Kelso, and
Friday of the month jor a lun- On Tuesday. according to de- began his pastorate with the
C
,
Richard Edmonds.
cheon meeting. All 'members partment records. They were Memorial Baptist Church with
CounCounty
Calloway
The
• A unit of men from Fort
and interested persons are in- for public drunkenness, window his first preaching service at
special
planned.has
Club
try
peeping, reckless driving, an 11 a. m. on Sunday, July 7.
'Campbell served as an honor.
vited to attend.
The new pastor succeeds Rev. activities for the fourth of July
Bryan Tolley is the president no city auto sticker.
guard, -folded the flag draped
fourball
T. A. Thacker who is now pas- hcliday with a two
the casket, and presentof the Senior Citizens Club.
across
tor of a church in Louisville. some of golf to be played from
it to the family. Taps were
ed
Rev. Culpepper has been the nine a.m. to noon.
•played at. the close of the grave
Open golf play ,and swimpastor of the Parkview Baptist
.side service.
during
featured
ming
be
will
Church in Jackson. Tenn , for
Cpl. Wilkinson. died June 23
four yearsa Prior to that he was the afternoon. Climaxing the
a hospital in Chu 1.ai after
in
the pastor- of the Sinking activities will be a potluck'sup
having ligen wounded four
Springs Baptist Church, He al- per at 6:30 jam.
hours earlier. His body arrived
411441 l'rees I etormal 1.444/
so served as pastor of the Sug- -- The planning -committee is-at Fulton early Tuesday 'mornar Creek Baptist Church here. composed of Messrs and Mesing. •
• The Memorial Church. min- lames C. C. Lowry, Cleburne
Sy United Press International
The soldier wes a 1966 gradpartly
'Jim
toand
lirr,
Adams,
Richard
Farr
KENTUCKY
ister received his Bachelor of
uate of Calloway County High
with
Thursday
cloudy through
.Science -degree from Murray Frank.
-School and volunteeied, for the
Pairings for the two ba1 1
-.State University in 1957 And
Mild or cool daytime temperaservice August 14, 1967, He
the. Bachelor of Divinn De- foursome have been released
tures and cooler tonight. Highs
for overseas February 6.
left
aree tram
today in the 70s and low 80s
Southern. Baptist as follows:
He iiars_a member of the Rus
No.
1
;"
60.
tee:
to
50
ralaaisal
s
tonight
Seminary
Lows
of Louis
'
sells - Chapel Methodist Church.
9.00 Pete Hulse, Betty Scott.
2 Kentucky lake. 7 a m 358.
Survivors art his parents, Mr.
Ii
Rebecca
and.
Scm
Knight.
Rev. Culpepper is married to
Mrs. -Ewing R. Wilkinson;
and
5.
.
301
the former Kathleen Trevalhan. van.
no change, below dam
sisters. Mesdames Rudd)
three
9:05 J. II Shackelford, Juli
thughter of Mr. and Mrs B K.
Sown 0.1.
Dale Charlton, and
Bogard.
'Trevathan of Murray Route ett Wallis, Jack White. __aridBarkley Lake, 7 a m 358 , no
Kean jlecht. tvOislassilliers, liarOne. They have three children. Narma Frank.
change. below dam 3016, down
'old..bas.ne witkicison-asuf -Pvt. •
The Culpeppers moved this • 910 Matt Sparkman. Eleanor•
0.3
Hall Wilkinson.:
8:20.,
sunset
%reek
the
to
church _parsonage_
Sunrise 5AL...
RE
S.
57
located west of the Memorial
Moon set at 12
(Cont(nisod on Back 'Page)
al Ittsinc , a, „.. ,
Rev. Norman Culpepper
Church at 902 Main Streeta
arrangements.
•
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In Our 88th Year

Seen&Hearci 'East Side
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Murray
$840

P90
!Soc
•
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And In County

a
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Letter To Editor
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George Compton
Ends Pilot Course

57
sfoloo
N MEATS
!soc
$1.00
150

Mrs. Owens
Passes Away

Persons Fined In
Calloway Court

Word Received Of
Death Of Young
Mother Last Week

Dr. Hugh Houston
NowOn Rest Leave

$10.00

Funeral Of Vietnam
War Casualty Is
Held Here Today

#•xt

Senior Citizens
to Meet Op Friday

New Pastor
At Memorial
Church Here

kctivities Planned
At Calloway Club
For,July Fourth
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INTUCILY

itestants will be chosen and will Dairyman's Supply Co.; Er'reign tl“.r Fair activities and win's Motel, Jackson Purchue
will present Fair awards.
rtrausnms by LEDGER a =NMI POILEEMINO COMPANY.
Production Credit Association;
sag
mi
n%
Lee.., ComoWalton of the Murray Liam ybazalionag
Girls interested In
Lookofsky's
Men's Wear; tress's
The Ties-Beraid October 20, 1114. and the We0 Kentuckian.,
Ladies Wear; Ciampett's Paint
entrigFo
4
510, 4
January 1, 1642
,
to "Queen Con alk?
the
'
d Mayfield Store; Newberry's; Dollar Genles N. 40 Street 181Irray. graloasky
Jaycees, P. 0. Box 524, May- eral Store; Rhodes Bprford
field, Ky. 42066, or to call any Store, Barton's Men Wear;
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PlIBLERMER
of the following numbers, 247- Budget's General Tire; Howe
We megrim the right to nOtott rarg kelionliotg. LOOM to Ku Editor.
7477T, 247-1285; or 382-5641.
D. Happy Co; and McClain
orlate Voice items which. MI cur °pinks. an nat far the but
One hundred girls are needand Baugh Insurance.
Waren of our readers.
annual
et to compete in the
Merchants or civic organiNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVMB: WALLA= MMUS CO. 150D
Purchase District Fair Queen zations who wish to
sponsor a
Madison Ave, Memphis, Tenn . Time ai Life Ilk*, New York N.Y..
Contest, sponsored this year girl are asked to contact
the
Stephenson Bade., Detroit, Mich.
Jaycees at the above
by the Mayfield Jaycees.
address:
for
sponaared
contest,
The
Loured at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transeshaion es
The following ie a list of
the past several years by the Sponsors
almond Ohms Matter
to date: Mayfield
'WoProfessional
.Business and
Printing Co.; Kuhres Joiner's
817BEICRLPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 25c. per
club of Mayfield, has
men's
month $1.10. In Owlioway and adjoining mountiew per year, MAO;
Restaurant;
King's
Fk'wer
been taken over by the Jay- Shop;
Zones 1* S. WOO; Elsewhere 111.00. AU novice subscripUons NLOCI
Jeannette's Flower Shop:
cees. The B & PW Club was
-118 Oftetaaitiag Chia Aimee et a Csaaaasosity is Me
, unable to continue the contest, J. T. Hale Cadillac-Oldernobile
laisgrIty et its Novngpagor"
a spokesman said.
Dealer; Bill James Dodge;
The Fair Queen Contest usually attracts 100 of the pretWEDNESDAY - JULY 3, 1968
tiest girls from throughout the
Jackson Purchase. Jaycee Carroll Hubbard Jr. is chairman
of the contest, assisted by Gerald Nance, Mayfield Jaycee
warm PURRS INTIRENATIONAL
President.
The contest will be held at
YOKOTA AIR BASE Japan -Spec. 4 Jack W. Russey
8 p. m., Tuesday, July 23 at
the Purchase District Fairof Wichita Falls, Tex., one of the 214 servicemen aboard
grounds in Mayfield. The title
a jetliner forced down by Soviet MICis, describing the
of Purchase District Fair Queen
encounter:
I
carries valuable prizes and a
"They definitely fired something. It might have been
Louisville for the
to
trip
free
a machinegun. The captain told us they fired four
winning girl to compete in the
times."
Miss Kentucky Fair contest
ACCUSE() IN LARGEST U.S. SMUCGUNG CASE An unidentified
there. The queen and her court
man looks in the trunk of a French cat! which, federal auLONDON - Chief Justice Frank Milton, who orderwill reign over the activities
thorities say, was used to smuggle a recerd $22.4 million in
ed the extradition of James Earl Ray, explaining why
of the Fair in Mayfield during
pure heroin into the United States last April. Four FrenchDr Martin Luther King's murder was not a political
the week of July 22 through
men arrested in Pails In connection- with the smuggling are
27.
crime
,ttop, from left) Jacques Bouequitt, 55, Paul Mestressat. 47:
Rules governing contestants
"If the only evidence is that a public figure, a
Rene Guise. 47. and Andre Malibert, 39. An American was
sere announced as follows;
lineal figure, a con troyersial figure, has been killed.
arrested in New York.
contestants must have been a
- then this is not enough."
resieent of the city or county
for at least one year; must be
WASHINGTON - Jain Leslie, a spokesman fdt• the
Pa, went'on strike. Before it between the ages of 3.5 and 19
Labor Department, on the possibility that a telephone
was over on Nov. 20,
and single; winners of previous
workers strike in Chicago may move the Democratic
seven guarch7 along with 11 Purchase District Fair Queen
International
Press
United
By
r National Convention elsewhere:
strikers and spectators had Contests are not eligible; girls
Today is Wednesday, July .3, been fatally ehot.
must live within the Jackson
'There Is no basis for optimism. There is growing
the 185th day of 1968 with 151
In 1950 American soldiers Purchase.
Mrs.
concern over the convention and the possibility of moYJUJCKED FROM SEA to fOlIONV.
met the North Koreans in bat-, All entries nil1st be sponsor- Edith Baumann tehown with
Ing it elsewhere is under active corisideration.'"
The moon is in its first quar- tie for the first Lane
ed_ by a civic club, group or .Mr4t,g Se•hatej.,_& Weal
_
_
ter.
A thought for tame____Lege; organization or merchant. Spon- • German yachtswoman. was
LAKE GENEVA, WLs. - Police Chief Robert A. ClapThe morning star is Saturn. French novelist
Anatole Prange sor fee is ten dollars; contest- rescued after' she radifted
per, explaining why $20 fines have been instituted for
The evening star is Jupiter. said, people who have no
weak- ants need not get their own that ker----110up had gone
history:
in
day
this
On
drunkenness, curfew violations and unlawful assembly
nesses are terrible; there is no sponsors sa they will be pro- down
in the mid-Atlantic
Washington
George
In 1775
in his town where last July 4th hordes of youths rioted:
way ta take advantage of vided.
and that she was adrift with
"Last year I made a mistake I thpught people were assumed command of the Con- them '
Out of town judges will be
---the dug in a black rubber
Cambridge,
in charge of the decision and
human and you could appeal to them to do the right tinental Army st
jar. was the* -only Lee
Mass.
- Ch-ven a'hit
.the av-rcontestants will be judged in
thing. I was wrong."
In 1819 We-WNW of Savings erage male Well take as good formals on beauty, stage poise, male entered in the Plymouth. England, to Newport.
in New York City became the care of his face and hair as a and perSOnality.
first ist its hod Po open with mereber of the opposite sex. The queen and her four conR.L.Afacht rap. ,
80 depositers on the first day Some of the products now
•
_.
putting into their account& available and i n use: face
bronzers. blemish coverups. fa$2,807.
He looseth the bond of kings. -Exodus U:8.
In 1892 workers at the Car- cial packs, eye pads, bath powSome call it destiny. An unseen hand moves his negie Steel Co. in Homestead, ders.- eoverups for gray_ hair
face moisturizers, lip salves.
pawns to suit his pleasure. No one is above or below
; this destiny.
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•

Girls Needed
Contest
)In Mayfield

•

California Leads
In Peace Corps
BERKELEY, Calif. 4UPI) Three University of California
campuses are anion, the top
25 U.S. colleges in the total
number of Peace corps volun
teers since the corps began in
1961.
Berkeley ranks first with 922,
UCLA eighth with 332 and
Santa Barbara 21st with 18.

1.

•

CORVETTE LANES
WILL BE CLOSED
THURSDAY

Quotes From The News

'

ALMANAC

4th -

•

8e2,

•

• •

Bible Thoughtfor Today

BANG UP Burs

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•roils 111911
Charlie Thurmond, age 72, died yesterday at the
Murray General Hospital He suffered a paralytic stroke
at his home on Murray Route Two more than a year ago..
Men in service notes. Airman Third Class Dewey F.
Parks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey O. Parks, has completed training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas; Roby
0 Grogan, Engineman Third Class, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. 0 Grogan, aboard the ammunition ship
USS Mount Baker, and Ray Henderson, Gunners Mate
Third Class, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Henderson,
aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Midway, are taking part in the First Fleet visit to the San
Francisco
Bay.
Col and Mrs L J. Pardue and children of Washington, D.C., have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs
Dewey
Ragsdale.

8

MURRAY Drive•In Theatre
Boxoffiee Opens - 7:15

Thursdity

•

BOOMING 11,1111ES

Show at Dusk

GIGANTIC AERIAL

*

FIREWORKS DISPLAY
'a

JULY 4th

*

P- L- U -S

MMER

SPORTGOUATS SALE
25% OFF!
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

%0011, BAD AND THE UGLY'

20 Years Ago Today

StartsFri.July 5th

erida;- Saturday

with CLINT EASTWOOD

$22.50
$25.00

SALE $15.12
SALE $18.75
SALE $20.62
SALE 822.49

$27.50
$29.99

---A-L-S-0---

liDOIR•TIMIS MI
Miss Mayrell Johnson of nil-bier, Street, a member of the faculty of Murray State College, is among the
80 members of the second week, June 28 to July 3, of the
Mount Holyoke College Institute, South Hadley, Mass.,
on the United Nations.
Grover Wood James and Verne Kyle presented the
program at the Rotary Club yesterday at noon.
July 4th marks the beginning of the fourth year of
the ministry, of Rev. Robert E. Jarman to the congregation of the First Christian Church in Murray.
James Shelton is attending mortuary school at Nash/vine, Tenn.
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ice Corps
tKELEY, Calif. 0UPI) University of California
sea are aMong the top
8. colleges in the total
!.r of Peace Corps volun
since the corps began In
teley ranks first with 922,
eighth with 332 and
Barbara 21st with 18,
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Marichal Wins 1501 Game,
10 Days Ahead of Dean's Pace

PORT

By VITO STLLLINO
Marichal chalked up his 15th ^
UPI Sports Writer
victory Tuesday night with a
=Cale Garrison -S orts Editor Juan Marichal may have to five-hitter as the San Franciscatch Dizzy Dean if he's going co Giants stopped the Atlanta
to win the Cy Young Award Braves 5-0.
this season.
The triumph put Marichal 10
Marichal has a good shot at days ahead of Dean's pace in
becoming the first 30-game win- 1934 while Marichal has a glitner in the major leagues since tering 15-3 record this year
Dizzy Dean accomplished the and fiibson and Drysdale are
feat in 1934. But even if he both 10-5, the race for the Cy
does it, he'll probably have a Young Award for the league's
THURSDAY, JULY 4
close battle in the balloting for best pitcher is still pretty even.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3
10.30-11 p. m. — Munson OutSecond Shutout
the Cy Young Award sino both
Little League
doors
. Ch. 8.
Drysdale and Bob tbson
Don
he has 16 complete
Although
Practice
• ••
also have superb creC,ntials games, Marichal's shutout aTwins and Astros
SATURDAY, JULY 6
for the honor this yea.
gainst the Braves was only his
12.30-1 p. m.—Car and Track
second of the season. Drysdale
THURSDAY, JULY 4
. . . Ch. 4.
aalaereaseassaanaeneePOsanattaasacal "e. and Gibson, who both have
Little League
1-4 p. m.—Baseball
. Oh.
better ERA's than Marichal this
A's vs. Cards
situttia
4.
season, have seven and five
/
Yanks vs. Twins
4-5 p. m—Buick Open Golf
shutouts respectively.
Pony League
tqL
Tournament . . . Ch. 5.
Marichal didn't need the help
Dodgers vs. Phils
'.easse•aa.
a-araca.a.a.a.aesetat
a
,
afi
%
4-5:30 p. m.- -Wide World of
against the Braves Tuesday
Indians vs. Orioles
By United Press International( night: He walked only one batAmerican Legion
Sports . . Oh. 8.
ter besides giving up the five
es.
Murray at Paris, Tenn.
National League
hits and struck out four while
SUNDAY, JULY 7
W. L. Pct. GB breezing to the triumph.
FRIDAY, JULY S
1-3 p. m.—Soccer . . OakSt. Louis 48 30 .615 —
The Giants jumped on AtlanLittle League,
land vs. Kansas City . . , Ch.
40 37 .519 -1% ta starter Pat Jarvis for eight
Atlanta
Reds vs. Cubs
5.
tRICAGO—Chicago Cub pitcher Ferguson Jenkins takes to the base paths in second
San Fran. 41 38 .519 -7% hits in the first four innings to
Astros vs. Nats
3-5 p. m.—Golf . . . Buick
Pitts.
37 36 .507 II% wrap up the game.'
inning of game against Philadelphia, but Cookie Rojas is aaiting aith the ball thrown
Open, final round . . . Ch. 5.
38 38 .500 h
Cin.
Elsewhere in the National
catcher Mike Ryan. Cubs von 5-3.
SATURDAY, JULY 6
3:30-5 p. m.—Golf, U. S. WoLos Ang.
40 40 .500 9
League, St. Louis nipped Los
Little League
mens Open, final round . . .
34 36 .486 10
Phila.
Angeles 5-3, Houston blanked
‘Practice
Ch. 8.
New York 36 39 480 10% Cincinnati 2-0, Pittsburgh edgA's and Nats
Chicago
33 42 .440 13% ed New York 2-1 and Chicago
Pony League
Houston
33 44 .429 14% beat Pittsburgh 5-2.
Indians vs. Astros
Tuesday's Results
In the American League, reliable shortstop, booted a Hector Torres and Jim Wynn, LOS ANGELES (an
Orioles vs. Meta
— GeorBALTIMORE ran
Kathy
Chicago 5 Philadelphia 3
Cleveland grounder with two out in the came in
Minnesota blanked
American Leg
—lion
the first inning and ge Young of Casa Grande, Whitworth
LOURENCO MARQES, Mowithstood
Pittsburgh
2
New
Carol
York
1,
night
43
Oakland
Boston
nipped
6-0,
ninth to enable Pittsburgh to scored the first Astro run. The Ariz, won the
zambique (Rs — World welter- Paducah at Murray .(2) 5:30 Houston 2 Cincinnati
3,000-meter Mann and Sandra Poet to captnight and Detroit topped Califo
beat
New
York.
Al
McBean,
other
run
scored
steeplechase
in
the
sixth
weight champion Curtis Cokes
in 8:34.2 on the ure the $20,000 Baltimore Lady
San .Fran. 5_ Atlanta 0. night
3-1, The, New York-Washing
7-7, get the victory and Dick when. All-Star second baseman first day of the U.-S.--SUNDAY, JULY- 7
of Dallas scored a third-round
0/arnipie Carling golf tournament.
St. Louis 5 Los Angeles 3, night and Chicago-Baltimore gam
Selma,
7-3,
took
the
loss.
Twin
Tommy Helms made two er- track and field trials.
State
.technical knockout over South l
Today's Probable Pitchers
out.
rained
were
Ferguson
Jenkins
drove
Murray
in
at New Eddyville
rors.
Africa's Willie Ludick in
Philadelphia, L. Jackson 6-9
Cards Top Dodgers
COLORADO SPRINGS VD —
two runs with an eighth inning
CLEVELAND Fen — Dave
American Legion
.non-title bout.
Chicago, Holtzinan 5-4, 2'30
at
caught
with
up
Dodgers
The
'double
to lift the Cubs to the
Stockton
won the $110,000 Bobby Unser drove his ChevroMurray at Bowling.Green
P. m.
Larry Jaster „but still couldn't victory over Philadelphia. JenCleveland Open by two strokes let to victory in the Pike's Peak
INGLEWOOD, Calif. VD
Pittsburgh, Blass 5-2 at New beat the Cardinals. Jester, who kins, who picked up his seventh Gamely,
an odds-on favorite, over Bob Dickson with a four- hill climb for his 100 success
411
York, Ryan 6-6, 2 p. m.
.„ victory against nine losses. dou- won the $79,650 Vanity Handl- round total of 276.
has a 7-1 lifetime record against
in the 12%-mile event.
Atlanta, Pappas 4-5 at San the Dodgers, blew a 3-0 lead as bted after Willie 'Smithdou- 'Cap over
a pair of stabelmates
Francisco, Perry 7-4, 4 p. m. Jim Lefebvre tripled in two bled end Adolfo Phillips" walk. at
Hollywood Park.
runs and scored on Wes Park- ed.
°iT 8:30
er's single. But. Mike Shannon
Denny Lemaster pitched a
OPt
Lo; m.
singled in the tie-breaking run four-hitter to pace Houston past cal fighter Teo Cruz upset Car1411 Olive Blvd.
St. -Louis, Briles 9-6 at Los in, the eighth and Wayne Gran- Cincinnati. Houston only got los
Ortiz in a 15-round decision
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Kekich
Angeles,
1-1,
11
p. m. ger won the game in relief. two hits but they were enough to capture the world
run double off the left field
By JOE GERGEN
lightTruly Pine Cleaning
Phone 753-3852
T-hursday's Games
wall just beyond the reach of
Bud Harrelson, normally a to win the game. Both hits, by weig
UPI Sports Writer.
SA
):TcOha
.Dmi7onahip
G°
—
_leaping Jim Gosger and a walk Philadelphia - at Chicago. 2
Ken Harrelson's batting_
ti.stics are growing more robust to Yastrzemski once again had Pittsburgh at New York, 2
Atlanta at. San Francisco
9 by the day thanks to Carl Yes-, forced the issu,e. ,
Cincinnati at Houston, night
-Tigers Widen Lead
trzernski's rigorous walking ex- In the only other Al. games St. Louis at Los Angeles
ercises.
Rival American League man- played. the Detroit Tigers stretAmerican League
agers and hurlers appear so in- ched - their lead to 8% games
'
W. L. Pct, GB
tent on pitching around Vastr- by beating California 3-1 while
50 27 649
zemski, the triple crown win- the Cleveland Indians were Detroit
43 37 538
ner and most valuable player stopped by Minnesota 6-0. Chi- Cleveland
Baltimore
38 35 .521 10
in 1967. no matter what the cago „at Baltimore and
P.M.
39 38 .520 10
• circumstances that they could York at Washington were
.kost- Minn.
Oakland
38
38
11%
poned
.500
by
rain.
male Harrelson into a hero
Calif.
37 39 .487 12%
of the same mold this season,
St: Louis defeated Los" An- Boston
36 38 .486 12%
That Yaz has drawn a league'leading total of 68 walks in 74 geles 5-3. San Francisco blank- New York 33 40 .452 15
this low price
Mil
32 40 .444 15%
games and Harrelson, who fol- ed Atlanta 5-0, Houston edged Chicago
28 44 .389 19%
lows him in the Boston Red Cincinnati 2-0, Pittsburgh beat Wash.
Tuesday's Results
Sox' batting order, has driven New York 2-1 and Chicago clipGreets-No_
in 57 runs, second best in the ped Philadelphia 5-3 in Natiop- Detroit 3 California 1, night
as•-adgiesot...
Minnesota 6.Cleveland 0. -night
AL, is no small coincidence:
Bostop. 4 Oakland 1.- ght —
family-sixr
ideal Situation
4,
"It's great," exclaims ,'T he --Willie Horton snapped a Chicago at Baltimore, ppd., rain
refrigeru.or
7 Hawk." "Every time I come up, week-long batting slump with New York at Wash ppd., rain
a -two-run single in the first '-Today's Probable Pitchers
he's out there on base."
SALE
California. McGlothlin 6-4 at
Well, maybe not every time. inning and Earl Wilson pitched
But certain often enough to a seven-hitter as the Tigers- Detroit. McLain 14-2, 8 p. m.
Minnesota. Merritt 5-7 at
$1
give Harrelson, whose .312 av- widened their lead. Tom Mat•40 MONTY DOWN
erage is the best in the league, chick hit his first major league Cleveland, Tiant 12-5, 7:30 p.
lath PW•eiMly T•mme
homer
in
the
seventh
inning m.
plenty of opportunities for runs
for
Detroit
and Jim Fregosi
New York, Stottlemyre 9-5 at
. batted in It happened just, that
•.•••••• ftwam
way Tuesday night when, with matched it With a solo drive Washington, B. Howard 0-3
14.1i
solabed-Ising•IN, k r ha I r
one out in the eighth inning for the Angels in the eighth. 8:05 p. m.
•lam•mm Sm. m•Is
rnektsil table andl loco-err-I ,
Chicago,
Peters
3-8
and
Fish•
0.
,T I/
tables or
'to a thing reom that
and the tying run on base,
Jim Kaat tossed a seven-hit er 2-4 at Baltimore Hardin 8-4
ANN . riy y, ,e-."Irn•rwrr N
• 0•••
••••
southpaw Paul Lindblad of the
ROCKER '47
ter
and
Jackie
and
Ilernandez
Phoebus
dou6-8, 5:309 p. m.
-. err,.
09 MONEY DOWN Lam 114,00.
Oakland Athletics walked Nraz
moth, S9204
bled
home
two
runs
to
Oakland, Odom 8-4 at Boston
high•• ft A.M.,
• on four pitches.
Right-handed
Jack
Aker light a four,-run fourth inning Culp 4-4, .7:30 . p. m.
Thursday's Games
promptly replaced Lindblad, as the Twins' snapped Cleme153 cu ft.
EOM capacity
Harrelson stepped to the plate land's four-game winning stre- California at Detroit
efrigerators
r
and moments later the Red Sox ak. Kaat ,etrgek out five and Minnesota at Cleveland
$229"
model
- pulled out a 4-3 'victory. Har- walked two in .winning his six- New York at Washington
defrost
Automatic
•
relson tagged Aker-for a two- th game against four losses. • Chicago at Baltimore$269°
'
model
•. .,,,•111. at Grants low prire Enamor in..
Oakland at Boston
fully frost-ffoo
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Miss Linda Fay Duncan Becomes Bride
I Finise - Leroy Bennett In Lovtly
Ceremony At Mill Creek Church

sees

SOU CALENDAR

Red Orr. sad Jim Prank.
• ••
Friday, Jody 3
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at
Community Center on
Drive at one p.m. Mrs. Olive
Hagan and Mrs Norman Klapp
will be hostesses
• ••
The Nellie Outland Sunday
School Clam of the Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have a
potluck supper at the home of
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts at seven

Wednesday, Any 3
The Flint Baptist Church
elan'. Missionary Society will
Meet at the church at seea
p.m.
•••
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church
Woman's Mlatioaary
Society will meet at the church
at 7:30 pm
• ••
Thursday, July 4
The Oaks Country Club will
• ••
have a two ball golf foursome
Sunday, July 7
from 8:30 L in. to 12 ncion, The Boatwright Family refollowed by a picnic basket union will be held at the
Comlunch, with open golf play and munity Center on Ellis
Drive at
swimming in the
afternoon. 10:30 a In. A basket lunch will
Howard and Jeannie Crittend- be served at noon.
en are golf hosts.
•••
•• •
Twilight golf is scheduled at
The relatives and friends of four p. in. at the (aLloway CoBro. T. G. Shelton and Mrs. unty Country Club with
Mr.
Bessie Cole will have a reun- and Mrs. Wells Purdom,
Sr.,
ion at the City Park with a haw as golf hosts.
A potluck supket lunch to be served.
per will be served at 8:30 p.
Family Day will be held at m. with Mr.
and Mrs. Bill
the Calloway County Country Graham as
hosts.
Club. Nine holes special play
golf from nine am. to 12 noon,
open golf play and swimming
Nebraska has more than
in the afternoon. Potluck din- 5.500 miles of railroad tracks
ner at 8:30 pm. Members of In the state
• • •
the planning committee a r e
Nebraska bats feed exclusiveMears and Mesdames C. C.
Lowry, Cleburne Adams, Rich- ly on insects

-Hubby's Horsing
Around Again
By Abigail Van Buren
is rose s• crow ratmars.
woe Sod- io.)
DEAR ABBY: Herb and! have had •fairly good marriage
for 14 years--imtil five mbeths ago, whin he started giving
driving lemons after work to supplement his income.
Most people can learn to drive a ear in a menth. but
there's this attractive divorcee he's bees giving imam to for
Dearly four months. Every time I ask abut hsr. be tells me
she is ter from being ready to take her.driver
—ri teats as she is
a slow {earner Herb always gives this woman his last
appointment. and be comes home very late at rught, dead
tired. People are starting to talk
How much longer should my husband give this lady lemma
before I tell him I think he's taught her all she can learn'
MILWAUKEE MRS:
DEAR MRS.: ft appears that year bb
'hi
"supplementier Ewe than his homier. Tell Herb that if his
slew-learning them can't drive a ear by sew. she should get a
bone, and quit Marais( around with the driviag laminator.
DEAR ABBY The sidewalk in front of our house was all
torn up. so the city decided to replace it They had just poured
.he cement and had it all smoothed over, when my son. age 4,
went outside to play.
I told him that if he went near that freshly-poured cement
wall, I would break his neck He was out there all morning
and he never went near it.
A neighbor boy, age S. came over to play with him. and 1
told him the same thing. That kid wasn't there ten minutes
wiles I saw h m nut h.s foot in:o the fresh cement. It was no
accident He didn't "fall", and nobody pushed him
He
deliberately stepped into it, then be took off like a shot
I went right to his house and told his mother. She promptly
located the workmen and they repaired it But here is my
poen( The mother said that since I saw the damage done, and
it was repairable. I could have just in easily located the
repairman myself and left her out of it Now I am the vilhan
and the neighborhood stool Pigeon Was I wrong to tell her or
not,
BAD NAME
DEAR BAD NAME: blether' who want their children to
tears the difference hetwers right sad wrong are more than
grateful for information regardiag their noiscendact.
Apparently year neighbor is as oddball. /OA these wive
would evadesin you for &sing whet you dld are as ode as she is.
A while back.
DEAR ABBY
in a very bad
automobile accident Since that lima I have been afraid to get
into a car. I am all but ruining my social life
My husband said I must control myself and cut out this
foolishness, but I just can't. It is torture for me to get into a
car I become so tense and nervous just thinking I will never
get out of that car alive.
Can you or any-of your readers give me any good advice' I
am sure there must be others who have gone thru the same
thing
PM'SBURGH
OF.11R'•'PITTSBURGH: Year "fear" is sethieg to be
ashamed at, bat the "feellsimess" is in allowing it to p
unchecked. Ask year family doctor to recommend a
psychiatrist to help yes resolve year fears.
CONFIDENTIAL TO HOPKINS READER - If you say
"icebox" instead it refrigerator, you're probobly 43. or older
IF. S So what I am. and I de.I
Everybody has a problem. Mara yours? For • permsol
reply write le Abby. Iles GPM, Las Angeles. Cal.. NM me
sucks,• stamped. nell-ederessed envelope

•

FOR ARBY'S NEW BOOKLET "111/71AT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO KNOW." SEND 51 N TO ABBY, BOX "NC LOS
tNGELES. CAL MN.

a
..•r•-••
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Burgess & Brown
Wedding Vows Are
Read On June 29
Miss Donna Burgess and Robert Clayton Brown exchanged
wedding vows Saturday, June
29, at six o'clock in the evening at the home of Rev. and
Mrs. William C. Pinnegar of
Psducah.
Their attendants were Mrs.
Wanda WilboUrn, sister of the
bride, and Tony Edward Henderson, brother-in-Law of the
bride.
Rev. William
C. F'innegar
performed the single ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Burgess
Paducah and the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs Robert Lee Brown of Paducah.
Both the bride and groom
attended Paducah High Schools.
The groom is now employed
Sanders-Purdom
Motor
with
Sales in Murray.
Following the wedding a reception was held for the family
and friends.

WEDNESDAY

JULY 9, 18(iii

1•'riday June 7, in their home.
The table 'was centered with
a lovely floral arrangement.
Fifteen persons were included in the hospitality
Prenuptial Shower
The bride was honored with
4 prenuptial shower given by
Misses Linde Ruth and Brenda
Bennett, and Mrs. Brent BenHazel Baptist
nett, at the
Church Annex.
The guests signed the register
as they entered the hallway.
'rhe gifts were placed on •I
table overlaid with white linen
and centered with two wedding ,
bells.
Refreshments of individuid
cakes, punch, mints and rittla
were served from a beautifully
appointed table, which was covered with white lace over yellow and accented with blu
candles.
Approximately 20 persons
were present and several who
could not attend sent gifts.
•• •

111;HATAS
I

of

/
By United- Preis
acl
International
hn
't
•
Now, a flea-blitzing at
Now,co
lcolNEW VERSION OF RUSSIAN ROULETTE h..ity Daly is trying
lar The manufacturer saye it
out a new version of Russian roulette You stick your face
contains just the right amount
In the ciraka opposite a sponge loaded with dessert topping.
of flea -proofing ingredients to
You turn a handle a certain number of turns, and you never
sktie
eepcy
ao
cat completely Ilea, know if the "pie" will be released until it's too late
free for theetsavionths. You cut
•• •
the clear, slim collar to fit any
cat,
iSerg.eant'sr. •'...
• • •
•
No fuss or. glueing involved
in putting on new artificial
Miss Kathryn Jayne Cope,
fingernails. Just press them on.
To apply. simply clean nails,
Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Plnise Leroy Bennett
remoVe old polish and loosen
Charles R. Cope of Benton
cuticles. Then just press the
Route One, arid Ronald E. DriThe sanctuary of the Mill ki°nal•
self-adhesive nails firmly into
Brides Dress
ver, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Creek Cumberland PresbyterThe bride, given in marriage place over your own. Four exE. Driver of Benton Route One, ian Church in Puryear, Tennes%..er,anin
lsgera
sr
:eE included . for
were united in marriage at see was the setting for the by her father, was lovely in itarr
"Dexter-Hardin Methodii% Chur- lovely wedding of Miss Linda her floor length A-line gown,
peau de sole The empire with a tube of 'adhesive matech in a June ceremony.
Fay Duncan, daughter of Mr. of
Rev. John Stringer perform- and Mrs. Thomas V. Duncan of style sleeveless gown had a rial to be used to renew the
stick-on backs, a necessary
ed the double ring ceremony Route 3 Puryear to Finise Le- sweetheart neckline. Her jackprocedure after several wearOrgan music was presented by roy Bennett, son of Mrs. Mo- et and train were of chantilly
ings.
The
Mrs. Williarn G Irvan.
lace
jacket
featured
a
line B. Shrader of Hazel and
i Eylure Co. of -London,,
high scalloped neckline and
Miss Ralphia Green of India- the late Mr.- Jesse Bennett
•
•
•
napolis, Ind., was the bride's
A new ice maker eliminates
Bro. Gerald S. Owen of the long bell sleeves. The chapel
attendant. Ricky Driver, bro- Mid-Continent Baptist Bible length train was attached 'at tedious ' and the often messy
ther of the groom, served as College. Mayfield. performed the back of the waist of the chore of refilling ice trays at
gown and was also edged in. the kitchen sink. The unit, an
beat nun.
Ithe impressive double ring.cereautomatic ice Maker converThe couple is residing
•
mony at three o'clock in the scalloped lace.
Her bridal veil was two tiered sion kit, is. quickly and simply
Benton Route One.
afternoon
June
Sunday,
9.
on
•••
bouffant shoulder length of im- adapted to fully automatic op5-5-iacr-46,vr
LARGE
The altar was beautifully deeration at any time. theananurated with two baskets of red ported French illusion attached facturer
says.
roses. while .hydrangias and to a halo ring and accented
'Fedders Corp.. Edison,
sith pearls. Her only jewelry
greenery flanked by two seven
N.J. o
tf4flføiA4(5
branched ivy entwined candela- vas a silver locket, a gift from
• • •
brother,
her
Sp.
E.
4
Tho
F--E0'1Xe.QS
An aluminum tennis racket
Mrs. Pearl E. Cherry. May- bras
13 Duncan stationed in Anchor- Is described by the
0ther arrangements of the
manufacfield Road, Murray, has had
age. Alaska with the U. S. ttifer 'as "the first totally
enas her recent guests, Mr. and same flowers were at focal Army, who was
unable to pt. gineered tennis racket," It is
Mrs. Thomas Reaves and chil- points in the church, and the
tend.
Said to afford the player greatdren of Garden City, Mich., family pews were marked with
The bride carried a bridal
.
I
•
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon McKen- large white bows of bridal satbouquet of white carnations aczie of Dearborn, Math., and in. The candles were lighted cented with
A British
beer tankard,
blue
riblace
and
by the ushers, Brent Bennett,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
which flashes a red light when
•• •
brother of the bridegroom and bons tied in love • knots.
a button is pushed to indicate
Miss Nancy D1111C110
Vance.
U.
• Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph,
at Tt needs refilling, will be
L
I c.r sister as maid of honor.
A lovely program of nuptial
ibs. Buford Jurney, and Mrs.
She wore a street length sky among items shown when the,
AIN
4?
music
was
presented by Mr.
Walter Baker returned home
blue dacron dress that was fash- Birmingham Chamber of COrnrecently after a motor trip and Mrs. Fred H. Myers with
merce and Industry Trade
ioned
after the bride's. Her
through the western part of Mrs. Myers as pianist. The couMisaion
visits
the
United
was
headpiece
of
matching
blue
States inlMay, The Mug is batthe United States. They visit- ple sang "Oh Promise Me" by
v.at.otarech:dristto
tery-operated
Aled many scenic and historical Scott and DeKoven and
tSalhele
leanghth
lueglro
oires.
W A. Goold Ltd., Newhall
points of interest. The Ru- ways" by Irvin Berlin."I love
and
carried
single
red
a
rose
St.,
Walsall,
dolphs and Mrs. Baker visited you truly" by Jacob Bonds
Staffordshire.
with green accent and a red England
)
the lailer's mother Mrs. L A. played as the mothers we're
bow.
Russell of Redlands. California, seated The Bridal Chorus by
Hughes Bennett served his
and Mrs. Jamey vieited her Wagner was played for the proPanty hose take more thant —
brother as best man. Little
three times the storage spas*
daughter, Mrs. Bob Ottetzstrara cessional and •'Wedding March"
Kyle Duncan Bennett, nephew
by MendeLlsohn for the recesof San Diego, California.
required for the conventional
of the bridal couple, was ring
pair of stockings. To solve the
bearer. The rings were carried
storage problem, one firm has
on a white satin pillow with
devised an easy way to hang
each corner accented with a panty
hose in closets. It's'.
blue ribbon tied in love knots. shiny
vinyl carrying
caSe
For her daughters wedding Which holds six
pairs M"
..anty
Mrs. Duncan wore an avocado hose in con, enient
pockets
Friday, JOY' 5 ,
green dacron shift and match- and hangs from
July f,
any cloget-fixing lace long sleeie coat. Her ture or folds
fiat for travel. It
_
Sunday, July 7
accessories were bone and she will be 'marketed thl•ough
howore a pill box hat fashioned siery departments, beginning
• atter the dress. Her*Oorsage wag next month.
•
I Burlington. .
of white carnations.
•
•
•
Mrs. Shrader, mother of the
A snappy new idea to make
bridegroom wore a blue knit
dress with white accessories. It easier for a woman to keep
41
Her corsage was of white car- the house neat is sweeping into popularity. The thing that
s Hughes Bennett. sister stems from the idea combines
liat
..Mi°
rsn..
of the bride kept the guest re- the best features of the rusegister. which was signed with hold dustpan and the kitchen
The dustpan
and
a feather pen. Her corsage was broom
broom stand 16 inches high..
also white carnations.
Regular
C
for
easier
use The six-InchReception
Following the ceremony wide broom snaps inside the
the reception was held at the dustpan ,for compact storage,
crumbs and small spills in
church. The bride's table was
the kitchen or the patio are
covered with white lace over
removed quickly,
blue. The three-tiered wedding --ViStr00 Corp., 1715 Midland
cake was topped with a minia- Bldg.
Cleveland, Ohio
ture bride and groom. Blue
roses trimmed the cake with
white columns separating the
tiers. Fruit punch, nuts and
Fre-,, poultry can be stored
mints were also served.
six to eight months with little
Serving the guests were Misisl change In flavor, texture, color
es Linda Ruth and Brenda Ben- and nutrition if frozen propernett, sisters- of the groom. Mrs. ly. Experts advise thougp that
'Brent Bennett sister-in-Law of poultry be purchased already
Chestnut Street - Murray
the bridegroom and Miss Anita frozen insteadof processed a*
Duncan. ester of the bride.
home The food processor u•
Following the reception the ually is , better equipped to
couple left for a wedding trip freer, and package the meat to
with the bride wearing a red- keep ,jr and moisture out
dotted swiss dress. tier acces— DARI-CASTLE MENU —
sories were navy blue, patent.
She wore 3 corsage from her
Remove food stains from
19r. 71:1t 0RAN0H, err"
1111MRS a0aR
.arueclunea
,
t,w at their home men" silk ties by -adding- a litbriTda
is•-•t•
hel yba
HEENIKalratir
.
'I)tPis
tle lemon Juke to a repular
Ile, 93.
on Puryear Route Two.
EKE%(111 VH19:0
A. •au1 1141.1..
will
method
snot-remover.
The
111L1 1101111
Alt
1191114 4.11.11, oil Oar
Out of town guests included
Fat A SAMI MUM Tor rrow starts another 4-day
hobkeep the. tie from fading The
414-14-44
.
II,,
day and the National „Sat. .; Council
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth CarpenEIHR $AN f/al It H
30.
'111K
is predicting a heavy'
fluid hoWeverl should, be test'an,
(04 4 COL 11
19. 1 01114:E
ter and Mrs. Eva Myers of,
toll of auto fatalities To 'duce the
or the batirel a -tie first An
list of thotie who will
Christopher. Illinois
be deprived of Life. Ltbei and the
reenry - spot treatment
Puriffuit orHappineee,
phearsal ttnner
Chrysler Corporatiun, ais ,
When dining out is to use 'plain
of Itn driver education pro, Mrs Moline It Shrader and soda aorter--eer-the sprite
gram, enlisted the service. ,f these
young ladres to display'
daughters I.inda and Brenda
'highway pagr • in ."Iiyinc color.
It Is !aused
grouse, The tips
entertained the wedding party mitre
•
from the- Unleeerillar cit
•
•
for.. the rehearsal dinnor on Rehr ,ka
ExtriSsion Service.

Kathryn J. Cope
Becomes Bride Of
Ronald E. Driver
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13s Have II
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Etrle Doctor •Shortago„
Slight Underwent surgery on In Latin America
the 13th of the month, came
WASHINGTON )UPI.—The
home on the 13th, and the first Pan American
Health Organimedicine she bought at the zation reports there are
5.6
drug store cost $13-13.
physicians for every 10,000 persons in Latin America, corn-Pared with the United States'
There
gam
- bling-7casines In Puerto Rico all located ratio of 15.1 physicians for
every 10,000.
in major hotels

Transplanting Of Tobacco
In Area Contpleted June 20

KENTucity

WEDNESDAY

WORLD WEEK
MI.
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are it

NATO MINISTERS
HOLD SUMMER MEETING
IN REYKJAVIK, ICELAND
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HANOI SENDS MISSION
10 MOSCOW 101 MORI
AID 1E1011 STARTING
REAL PEACE TALKS

RIOTING SEPA
Transplanting cif tobacco was in some counties of the Pweompleted in the area E-- and chase since 1952. Fields k
June 20. Due to delayed plant- to have this disease should not
DE GAULLE WINS
ing, the size of the tobacco DI be put in tobacco for several
FIRST ROUND IN
smaller than roonnal, The crop, years.
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Ye'terda
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observed
ming
was
plelL
however, looks very
Black root rot
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$22.4 WILTON
090U BOW U000 made of all three types of to- counUes. This disease stunts
8-Flying mammal
•
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MUCaU 00g U00 bacco; namely, burley, dark growth, but in warm favorable
9-Spanish article
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000
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a
make
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and
disease
the
0000
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16-Before
same acreage was planted m In crop. Moving the tobacco bed
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000073 M000g1 -4967. Graves County ASCS Of- and field or using a resistant
21 Post
500 001QCWrra
reports more leases -of acre- variety are the only preventa22-Posed for
POPE MAKES $5 44
ana mum moo fice
portrait
STRONG. URGENT
PANIC KILLS 70
age than a year ago plus al- tive measures for this disease.
APPEALS FOR PEACE
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AT SOCCER GAME
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hornwoims and
RESURRECTION CITY
most a hundred sales of allotBody/mays,
IN
BUENOS
AIIIES
24 Devoured
CLOSED NON-VIOLENTLY
34-Scottish cap
44-Probed'
ments. Calloway County re- flea beetles are found in all
IT POLICE, 10 POOR
25-Simian
35-Conducted
46-Tiny
CAMPAIGNERS ARRESTED
ports about the same number tobacco fields not sprayed or
26-Ethiopian late
37-Fixes Indelibly
47 Torrid
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of allotment transfers as in dusted. The insecticide
28-Ocean
38 High cards
48-Before
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1967. Leases and sales of allot- will control all three insects.
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31-Wager
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ments are permitted fir dark DDT is good on flea beetles and
51-A state (abbr.)
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EAST Of HONOLULU
32-Parcel of land
41-Man's nickname 53 Artificial ,
SOVIET FISHING BOAT
types of tobacco. Both eounties budworms, but not hornworms.
33-Pronoun
43-Pronoun
language
grew about 65% of the allott- TDE (or Phothane) gives good
1967.
1
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la . herbicides were used shows beetles. When lice occurs, for tion as well as on the tobacco.
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—
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es and most weeds. /stack Ar- sidered one of the beet. This a chart showing insecticide re- To Son Francisco
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her of Japanese who would like tioned were the
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Canada.
rington of Ballard County and insecticide also controls bud- commendations for tobacco
21
to leave here and try to build Brazil and
San Francisco's visitor indusHarold Denham in Graves worms. Custom operators often fields.
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try income increased 16 per
County obtained 100% control use Parathion for lice control.
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A Japanese Big Growth
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Spending here by out-of-city ling of 46,000 men
•
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'
itating a going over with a hoe and borders of the tobacco moon rockets to the launctr pad
and women beneath the live oaks oil _a
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Is larger than ir baseball dia- convention delegates and tour- said
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like to settle
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fields with Aldrin,
creek. Now there are more
mond and weighs 2,750 tons. ists rose to $234 million in
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than 1.100 rest areas, roadside
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It can carry a 6,000-ton load 1967, Young said. The 1446 fig44
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This figure compared with
siston, (a systemick herbicide), grasshopper control. These inand
turnouts
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parks, scenic
on its back and travels about 1 ure was a record $201 million.
1.4 per cent in a 1960 survey
45
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for the control of lea beetles sects feed on the border vegeta- mile an hoar.
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Barlow,
a
farm
a r. Ly United F.'itrire Sy-nrhcate, Inc.
season. Clifford
3
supply dealer in Ballard County, tells me his customers using dysiston report good flea
beetle control.
Houston Ivy of Graves County had false broomrape to de__ •
velop in an acre of one-sucker
gall
tobacco. This disease is a
or leaf-like parasitic growth on
the roots of the plants that may
or may not break through the
ground. It stunts the plant or
may cause 'it to die. This disease has been known-to -occur
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Katy Daly is trying
stick your face

e You

with dessert topping.

,f turns, and you never

! until it's too late
11110
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1-Gift's nickname
4-Existed
8-Insect
11,Anglo Saxon
money
12-City in Russia
13-In addition
15-Hinders
17-In music, high
19-Note of scale
20-Ornate
21 Music: as
written
22.The sun
23-Possess
25-D•voured
26-Knocks
27 Southwestern
Indian
28-Resort
29-Make lace
30-Symbol tor
tellurium
31.Insects
33-Saint (abbr.)
35-Meadow
36-Electrified
particle
37-The urial
38.Dillseed
40-Negative
41-Stalk
42-Food fish
43-Pale
44-Cry of sheep
45-Latin
coniunctlon
46-Marry
47-Carpenter's
tool ,
50-Withered
52-Metal
54-Lift with lever
55-Expire
56-Decays
57 Bishopric
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GREATEST
TOOL
BARGAINS
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INCLUDES
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FORGED,
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TOOLS.
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COPING SAW
BLADES
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PROPOSES MEMORIAL TO ASSASSINS' VICTIMS- San Fran.
sculptor Bennie Sufano foreground) -shows Mayor'.
Joseph Altoloas-32-toot xttodel of Bufano's proposed memorial to,four assassinated Americans:- Abiaham Lincoln, John

•

deco

av, July

.and Robert Kennedy and Dr. Martin Luther ICing Jr.'The ,
memorial would be Made.from tlWhtemror gutti tiitheirin
- -"to police during the mayor's Weapon call-in period.

7

Roger
Frisby. English counsel for
James Earl Ray. alias Raymond George Sneyd, accused
murderer of Dr. Martin Lu-

•Court

.
1., Not all persons accused in Presi,
isf dentinl assassinations have suffered
apital tionishment John H. Surratt, Jr..
who was supposedly implicated with _als
mother, Mary'Eugenia"Jepkina Surratt,in the
nitirder of Abraham Lincoln, was a free-man
in 186a.
Surratt. youngest of her three children.
was ap lb-year-old stodeht for the priesthood when his father diecip DKR. The7rielnily
had a tavern and post office in Prance'George's
Ctitinty, Marprtid, front which the widow
moved 'with the children into Waxhington.
D.C., to conduct,a boardinghousi. to 1f465
this for sonic rc-as-iin attracted men involved
John Wilkes Booth in the plot t»-a!ill
Lincoln and Vice President Andrew Johnson.
She was convicted on circumstantial evi--s-!! dence of being a co-conspirator in the crime
with Booth, George Adzerodt, Lewis Payne,
David Herold, Ed(ard Spangler, Samuel Atnold, and Michael O'Laughlin.
She, Adzerodt, Payne, and Herold • were
hanged together in July 1865. Spangler, Arnold and O'Laughlin were given-jail
tenceit. (Booth, of s(otirse, had been killed in
'
iin escape attempt.)
A Liitcoln scholar. Paul M. Angle, con•
chided "The verdict in the ease of Mrs. Stirratt wits certainly a miscarriage of justice."
Others have agreed.,it reasonable to assume
Mrs. Surratt diea- simply because her son
wits it friend, if nor a' confederate. ovorsio
_1.Tljait being SO: it could be conehided that
Surratt. Jr , those to he it fugitive and let Johns4urratt, Jr, lit uniform of it louse
regiment of the Papal sitistea. his &axe,' for
HusHos. Tilenthi to •01116, itei,tre 1$11, o hen
In Central
Popes had fittlitscreal .0V erriges1
fillth. SEWS lllll 1/11:ii.trd orioles,
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London 'after
day's hearing on a 'U.S. e(s .
fort to get his client

3 Pc,
SHARPENING
STONE SET

her be a sacrifice for hint
tn,-Jr. Was not in Washington the night
of -assassination, but (led to Canada upon
learning of IL tle_iiucceeded in getting to
Europe and enlisting in a Papal States Zoutee regiment. Although forced to return to
the United States in 1b67, government prosecutors ver.i. toilthle to convict him.
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Located in the new Bel Air Shopping Center, on South 11 th street
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TOP JERSEY HERD — Paul Blalock (left) and Otley
Whit* am pictured with part of their
top-rated Jersey dairy herd on thei, farm in the
Hazel Comenu ity. Th. Blalock•White program boasts 190 head, including 100 milking cows.

MODERN MILKING PARLOR — Otley White
(loft) and Paul Blalock VISPW their milking parlor where they milk approximately
100 hoed of Jersey cattle. Tho Blalock-Whits farm Is located In the Hazel community.

*now Rohn

Texas Tat.
DALLAS (UPI — As the
Texas Almanac shows in its
list of Texas towns, Allen (in
Collin County, can put on his
Tuxedo rJOnes County) and
get in his Lincoln (Lee County)
or Mercedes (Hidalgo' and go
visit the Twin Sisters (Blanco
County), Dot- (Falls County)
Dixie 'Grayson).
/Vile has enough Cash (Hunt
COOTItY7-1 he can Tell (Childress) therrl to come with him
in his Swift Nacogdhes{
Comity I auto. They can enjoy
the View 'Taylor County). but
he might have to be a good
Guy 'Fort Bend Countyi and
take them home not long after
Sunset 'Montague , and surely
before• Sunrise (Falls County)
or Dawn 'Deaf Smith:. Otherwise, the sisters' mother might
give him the Dickens (Dickens
County) in no Uncertain (Harrison County) terms.
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The 10e - year - old Mount
Washington Carriage Road in
New Hampshire is the oldest
toll road in the United States
still in operation

The March of DUses. tghtmg birth defects, says 250,000
babies are born in the United
States every Year with 81811-1"
Scant defects

Massachusetts was the principal seafaring state of the
nation throughout the first
half of the 19th century.
• •
The use of mistletoe'at Christmas stems from the ancient
Druids' use of it in their festivals

OUTSTANDING DAIRY FAMILY — Thai Di. D. McCuiston fam.ly of the Concord community hay, won many honors with their tep-pepducing Holstein dairy hard. The hard
consists
of 80 head, including 45 milking cowl. Tali -family Is pictured with
the cattle on this
farm. From right to left: Shave, Glen, Kaat, Mrs-Promos McCu+stem-and W. D. McCuiston.

The 15th wedding anniversary is traditionally called the
crystal anniversary.
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Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
$06 W. Main Street

Phone 753-2621
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One of the most famous of
western range fights, the Johnson County War of 1892, occurred south of Buffalo. Wyo.
• • •
John Y. Brown, spent $50,853. $87688. giving her a surplus of
In the congressional races, $5.624.
Yellowstone National Park
Democrats
the top spender was Democrat
is the oldest in the United
Contr.:
142.xprool1- States
John C. Watts who spent $15,• • •
turld
652 in seeking renomination
from the 6th District. Howard Katherine
The word "lariat," the cowDickey, Rd., spent $12,334 ir
$87.688
064 boy's term for their ropes, oripeden
ginated from the Spanish "la
winning the Republican nomi- John Y.
3,640
50,853 data " meaning "rope."
nation for the same district.
Brown
DeereaSer—
— Frank Stulibleiteld, the in- Ted R.
*.
48,950
40,440
cumbent Democrat from the 1st
Osborn
James W.
FRANKFORT, Ky. 'UPI) —It District, spent $10,928 in win- Foster
Lenz
0
277
32,394
Ockerman
35.053
nomination.
ning
•
was generally conceded that the
A. 0. Stanley,
Candidates
cbarles
required
E.
are
by
Repubhcan and Democratic'senJr. ......
425
2,500
700
2,081
Bowles ...
atorial noroinees, J e t te r s o,a,state law to hie reports with
_Republicans
y per-km/wally. Thursregisti
C7 theaunty Judge Marlow Cook and
54 Marlow W.
0
day's report was the final one
Carter ..
-former State Commerce CoinCook . . 106,537 101,490
primary.
R.
spring
the
N.
Jesse
for
missianer Kather:ne Peden,:
204 Eugene E.
0
addition to the figures. the
In
Cecil
were successful 'becadse of their.
Stier
8,614
9,033
registry report showed that James M.
well-organized and financed
Thuman
J. Hamilton
0
0
most candidates spent the larg,
Daniel
campaigns.
report not accepted
est sums of money for radio Arthur L.
Just how well frnanced was
584 E. W Kemp
10
Johnson
and television advertising.
revealed Thursday when the
report,,not accepted
5,887
740
Workers' salaries were a close , Dixie Lee
Kentucky Registry of Election
third.
Finance released the post-elecCook shelled out $44,095 for
tion report of expenditures and
"election day expenses." while
ccrntributions.
Miss Peden spent greater porCook, who defeated former
tions on advertising. Both cancongressman Eugene Slier by a
didates go into this fall's eleclandslide. also buried him in
tion with a slight surplus on
the financial department, spend
the books.
ing $101.490 to Siler's $9,033.
Cook's contributions came to
Miss Peden spent $82,064, $106.537.
leasing $5.047 unwhile her nearest competitor,
!spent. while Miss Peden took in

State Board
Reverses Tax

The Adirondack Mountain
region of New York state has
more than 2 million acres of
forest preserve with peaks
reaching over 4,000 feet
• • •

The number of motorcycles
in the United States has increased 220 per cent since 1961.4
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The first tournament of the
Of Brazil's 84 million people, Professional Bowlers Associaabout 38 million, or 43 per tion was held'May 22, 1959, in
cent, are below the age of 15. Albany, N. Y.
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• • •
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CALLOWAY COUNTY LUNCHROOMS
•
Se:led b.ds will be received at the office of
the Calloway County Board of Education, 200
South 6th Street, Murray, Ky., until 12:00 neon,
August 5. 1968, for furnishing bread to the lunch.
rcarns of UallowapeCounty Public Schc
.
31s.
Bids will be opened 8:00 p.m., August 5, at 200
South 6th Street, Murray, Kentueity
School authorities reserve the right to reject
any or all bids.

itoserr

A

AUTO REPAIR
Offer these services to their
many friends and customers
for safer driving:

MOTOR 'TUNE-UP
on all makes
we useS'Uff
use
Elli
-ipment

Keep fleas and ticks off your dog
with Kill-Ko Flea and Tick Spray
Keep your dog 'off anything you
don't want him on with Kill-Ko
"Dog-gone" repellent spray
Keep Rover out of flower beds,
shrubs, furniture, rugs, or anything
-- for up to 24 hours per
application Keep on using until
fleas, ticks or dogs keep off
And stay off

MARK IV AIR CONDITIONER
•

DON'T WILT AND SIMMER . .
keep cool and calm

•

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION SERVICE

.
.14
‘
00
••••
41411111110
1-'

niko

on all makes

FRONT- END ALIGNMENT

SATISFACTION

When you pay a little eictra for a
Volkswagen Sedon,you get 390 square inches
of
• 'sunshine._
We call it the VW Sunroof 5e
-dein-4one
for81927.26 you can call it your own).----The Sunroof mokes life easier for
people
who can't decide between a
sedan and a
convertible.
When you're in thv mood for a
convertible, just crank open the Sunroof as
much as
you like. Or as little.
And when you want o toof
over your
head, just crank the cover closed. It's
made of steel, and padded and lined like
the rest
of the top, so you hardly know it's
there.
This makes the car as airtight and
waterproof as our regular Sedan
If you're still not con
vinced the-sun is worth on
extra $90,- how about •
this:
For the some
price, we'll give
you the moon

GUAP '
,, NTEID

A place in the sun:$90.

Wheel Balancing

MOTOR WORK
M I I. K

. . . all kinds, all makes.
Starter
(ienerator
'Brake
Service

GALLOWAY COUNTY I.UNLIIROOMS

WILL DO ANY REPAIR

1•41:•

Sealed bids will be receffZd at the office of
the Calloway Counts Board of Education, 200
- v, 11(‘ until 12:00 noon,
South 6'h Sired,
Aorest 5. 1961. for fninishin• milk to the lunchrooms o CaPowav Counts P bile scheils.
Bids will be opened /1 -011 tcrn., August S. at 200
South .6th gtrert. Moirriy. itintucky
s re4cTvc the right to reject
.
School alit horitie
any or el bids.

• ELMER SHOLAR
• JOHN BAKER
• IVAN RUDOLPH
• GERRALD BOYD
• LEROY BENNETT
• LESTER WORKMAN
• DEWEY B. ORR
• DOUG STALLS
• FRANCES JONES

KENTUCKY INSPECTION

LATEST PLYING MACIlltet A
with Bell- Aeitony.tnm-,,
13111 suituF
felysnic Brlt ,iisyrippeu by
Bell to nesesri,..'n in
,gton

i.•it
puwer
frown- a small by ISSISC4 gaS, • tune
vagina. mtertitiltod TttirSiSSEIOR-By (0ot-toning rxtostott. • ;41.-•:.t.
UT*. tro•talOr .11:14
fr.-erkm) of (light: aind
Manrsoves .th arty

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN
Chtstnut Street. Murray, Kentucky
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1965 CHEVROLET one-ton pica- A BARMAN GHIA, 1967, blue
FOR SALE
interior, 13000
up, with four-wheel drive. 41,000 with
white
miles. Brandon Bros. Distribut- miles 111,800. Call 492-8344:
5.6c
AUSTIN HEALY Sprite, new ing Co., Inc., Phone 753-4383.
.1-5-C
'engine, transmission, upholsONE SINGLE BED, box springs
tery, paint, $850.00. Call 753- NIMROD
CAMPER,
Cheap! and mattress, first class con7500.
July-31-C Cheap! Cheap!. Brandon Bros. dition. Cheap Call 7535262.
J-6-C
D4C TRACTOR; '60 Chevrolet Distributing Co., Inc. Phone
.1-5-C
truck and low-boy. ill in good 73-4383.
16 FOOT Richland aluminum
condition. Call 623-4682, Mar- 1967 HONDA, Scrambler 305 runabout with 60 horse Scott
field after 6:00 P. m.
J-3-P CC. Excellent condition. For in- motor,
with trailer, $673.00.
formation call 753-7824. J-5-P NEW Heathkit transistsrized 6
station intercom, $60.00. Call
51', 1966 Kentuckian
x
• 10'
trailer. Call: Weldon Stite, 762- ONE-OWNER, '61 Ford Fal- 753-8871.
1TC
2346 or Carole Stice, 762-3767 con, 4-door, blue, 6 cylinder.
FRESH HEARING AID batter753-7148
condition
Call
Good
before 3:30. Address: No. 61,
J-5-P ies for Beltone and other make
Hales Trailer Court.
J-3-P after 5:00 p. m.
hearing aids, Wallis' Drugs,
TFC
FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator, ex- 1966 HONDA S-85, 65 CC, 5100 Murray, Kentucky.
cellent condition. Antique ta- miles. $175.00. Call 762-2145.

Ohba&

ble and chain, one 4 KW heater, rug, bed, and springs Phone
MAYTAG wringer-type washer.
753-2323. See at 505 Vine.
3-5-P
Phone 753-8182.
4-3-P
18 WEANING PIGS. Call 753RUGS a sights Company com3-5-C
6533.
ing? Clean them right with
Lustre.
Blue
Rent electric 1967 DATSUN 1600 Sports car.
shampooer $1. Big K. .1-&C Metalic silver with black interior. Excellent condition with
NIMROD CAMPER. sleeps four. all the extras. Local one-owner.
Call 753-8178.
Call 753-1515 or 4'74-2207.
3-9-C
OWNER:

law their milking parock-Whits firm is lo-

rst tournament of the
,nal Bowlers Assorts-.
held May 22, 1959, in
N.Y.""
• • •
Adirondack Mountain
I New York state has
an 2 million acres of
)reserve with peaks
over 4,000 feet
• • •

two-bedroom home
BY
• the corner of 5th and Gilbert streets in Hazel. Has wallto-wall carpeting in living
room. Has carport, electric
heat, city water, and sewerage. Phone 402-8665.
J-15-P

5th wedding anniverraditionally called the
inniversarv.

PAIR WATER SKIIS, minnow
bucket, two Jansen swim suits,
TAPPAN full size gas range. sizes 32 and 34, boy's summer
Also a Honda 90, in excellent coat, size 36 tall. Phone 437condition. Phone 753-6512
6522. Mrs. Stafford Curd.
J-5-C
J-6-C

n Co.
ARTERS
me 753-2821

JERSEY HEIFER, will freshen
in about two weeks. Also a year
old registered Jersey heifer.
3-6-P
Call 435-5335.

MAHOGANY drop leaf dining 1963 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door
table with four rose back Sedan, power steering and powJ-5-C er brakes Excellent condition.
chairs. Phone 753-7614.

/

3

appliances,
diehes,
cooking
utensils, efitiques, and tools.
Too many items to list. All
nice merchandise. Don't miss
it., Sale by Otto Chester, Auction service. Phone 435-4642,
Lynn Grove. Ky.

3-BEDROOM brick home. Central heat and air, nylon carpeting throughout, built-in Tappan appliances, Ps ceramic tile
baths, and all drapes go with
house. See or call James R.
Hamilton at 753-4516 after 5:00
3-9-C
p. m.
Calloway
52 acres
Beautiful

tras. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
attached, 48
Central heat and air. 1812 Loch bedrooms, garage
x 68 foot cattle barn and large
Lomond, phone 753-4937.
ponds. Knee
July-23-C feeder shed, 2
high in pasture mix. Cattle
OWN YOUR OWN home for as fenced. Will feed 100 or more
little as $475.00 down and cattle. Shown by appointment
$142.87 monthly plus taxes and See Jake York, Broker, at ConInsurance. No down payment solidated"sRealty, 418 East
to veterans. These homes are BroadwaY, Mayfield. Phone 2473-bedroom brick and must be 5605 or 247-5512. Will sell just
seen to be appreciated. Call Land and barns, or home and
J-10-C
Johnson Bros. Construction Co., lot, or all together.
Inc., 1203 Story Avenue, Phone
blacktop
FARM
ACRE
on
30
753-8767.
just 14 mile west of Hazel. Has

corn and tobacco base, good
well, no buildings. Enough
frontage on highway for 4 nice
building lots. Call 492-8117.
.14C

F0111-111INT
2-BEDROOM HOUSE, , electric
heat new ly decorated. Loctted

heat newly decorated. Located
large per month. Gall 733-3403. J-3-P

located and doing good busi- Carpeted living room,
room, kitchen-dining 2-BEDROOM
ness. Owner unable to devote family
room combination, 1% baths,
ORIENTAL RUGS
full time to business. For deutility room, central heat and
tails write Box 32-Z, c o Ledger
Selburn
air conditioning, built-in range,
Ky.
Murray,
42071.
Tunes,
di
Whits Antiques
disposal and dishwasher. Trans.1-6-C
403 Chestnut St.
ferable loan. Call 753-5270.
Murray, Ky.
.7-5-C
TWO-BEDROOM house trailer,
J-6-1 10' x 45'. Good condition. Call
3-BEDROOM brick home, just
753-1408.
3-6-P
off 121 south, 1% baths, car-

DUPLEX

FOUR APARTMENTS for the signs to sale. Will start selling
summer. Vacant June 1. Mar- at 10 o'clock. Will sell, roll i0P
ried couples or boys. Nice clean. desk walnut marble top dressEverything furnished. Reason- er, refinished Si walnut marable rates. Call 75315617 or 753- ble top dresser, large sugar
H-J-6-C chest with drawer, telephone,
1257.
solid walnut organ, hall tree
TWO-BEDROOM air-condition- perfeot
condition, red cherry ox
ed house trailer, available Au- yoke, walnut table, cherry corngust 1st. On private lot. 3 miles er
cabinet, petty coat dresser,
from Murray. No boys Call af3 wash stands, picture window
ter 3:00 p. m. 753-2551. .1-6-C
table, rockers, baby cradle, 8
or 10 trunks of all kinds, round
NOTICE
table and 4 chairs, iron bed,
8 day clock, buggy, lap-robe,
TERMITES? Call Ward Termite
china cabinet mahogany, nice
for free estimate. All work guar- bowl and pitcher, lamps, glassanteed. Five year contracts. ware, brass lcmp, vinegar cruet,
Five room house treated, $65.00. press galss, compoe preserve
Ward Pest Control, 1812 College stand, frosty glass, cream pitFarm Road, phone 753-8501. cher, butter and sugar bowl to
July-11-P match, carnival glass, carnival
power dish, cake stand, amber
KLECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Sates glass jar, 4 pieces of glass
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. with N design in bottom, shavM. Sanders. Phone 382-3178, ing mug, butter molds, brass
Lynnville, Ky.
H-Aug.-5-C teapot, silver-on-copper tea set,
Ironware of all kinds, kettles,
bells, blade axes, stoneware,
churns, jars, clocks, most all
RAY'S BARBER SHOP
stuff refinished. To much to
mention, come on and bring
in Hazel, will be closed the
your truck. This is the best sale
following days each week
we have ever had. Come early
effective July let.
and stay late. All will sell, no
by bidding, eats on the ground.
Thurs., Sat., & Sun.
Terry Shoemaker, Auctioneer.
Phone 436-5327 Murray, KenJ-5-C
-Osten-

•••1,

DITCH DIGGING, sPetic tanks,
bush-hogging. Call Wayne Bur.
3-5-P
keen753-6191.
CEMENT
6676.

apart-

CONTRACTOR. 7533-8-P

at the office of
Education, 200
ntil 12:00 noon,
id to the lunch. Schyls.
kugust 5, at 200
elgY
right to reject

kind deeds and expressions durthe loss of our beloved father.
We are grateful for the beautiful floral offering, food, and
your prayers. We especially
wish to thank Rev. Hoyt Owen
for the comforting words, Gus
Robertson, Jr, for the beautiful
songs, Mrs John Bowker for
the music, the pallbearers, the
honorary pallbearers, and the

IN MEMORY
In memory of my darling
husband, Cleatus Cooper, who
passed away on July 3, 1967.
It is so hard to know that
you are gone, for I loved you
so much. But, God loved you
also and woad not let you
stay here on earth and suffer
as you were.
I know that, I am going to
meet you in heaven someday.
- I miss You so much here
with me, the days are so dark
without you here with us all.
Wife,
Pauline Cooper
1TP

The wahoc, a streamlined
relative of the tuna, is reputed
to be the fastest fish in the
ocean, capable of speeds of
more than 48 miles per hour
says the Miami'Beaquarium
• • •
Texas has 13 rivers and about
3,700 smaller streams.
• • •
More than 250 species of fish
are found along the Texas
coast.

•

•

•

The whitebark pine does not
reach maturity until about 230
years old.

Tonight With-a

Sleep Cool

COLOSPOT MR CONDITIONER
5000 BTU - Was $127.95

NOW $118.50
$139.88
NOW $219.95
$224.88
NOW $259.95
NOW $269.00
$299.95

7000 BTU -,
14000 BTU - Was $234.95
16500 BTU
18700 BTU - Was $284.95
22000 BTU - was $289.88
23000 BTU - Was $334.95

AUCTION, Saturday, July 6,
1:00 p. m at the Homer Roes
home on north Main Street in
Hardin, Ky. Will sell complete
house of furniture, electrical

Immediate Installation
WALL 753-3410 -7

.

SEARS CATAIA SALES OFFICE
Southside Manor

Murray, Hy.

38c

Peanuts®

00MS

deepest appreciation to all our
friends and relatives for the

CERAMIC TILE repair work J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
May God bless each of you
Reasonably priced. Phone 7532645.
.1-8-P is our prayer.
1TC

•

Mon., Tues., Wed., & Fri.
From 8:00 a, m. to 6:00 p.

CARD OF THANKS
The children of Luther Butterworth wish to express our

1TP ing our recent bereavement in

SERVICES OFFERED

July-23-C

16th special prices.

ment, located at 406 So
Street. Middle age FOuple preAUCTION BALI
ferred. Will accept school age
child or infant. Call 753-7486.
AUCTION: Our 6th annual An.1-3-C tique
Auction, Saturday, July
BY OWNER: New three-bedroom brick house. Now ready THREE-ROOM
cottage
and the 8th at the A. G. Moody
for occupancy. Call 753-3903.
bath, air-conditioning. Call 753- home, 4 miles southeast of Mur.1-5-C
1589.
3-5-C ray off the New Concord Road,
•
On tocust Grove Road, follow

2700 sq.
baths, panelled
4.BEEIROOM house, two baths. ft. of living, Pi
withimilt-in stove, large
Large library, with all the ex- kitchen
den, wood fireplace, three large

Call 753-1834 after 4:30 p. m.
1968 350 HONDA Scrambler,
J-10-C BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
like new. See at 1709 Miller
Ave., or call 753-6078.
J-5-C NEIGHBORHOOD Grocery. Well house on South 16th Street.

I

Pet, family room, carport, storage room. Large lot with trees.
Phone 753-1281 after 500 p. m.
J-5-P

CATTLE FARM County at Coldwater
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE of top value land.
Colonial home with

BRICK HOME across from Robertson School. Four large bedrooms, three baths, large family room. Central heat and air
Double carport, chain link fenced back yard, 100 x 150 foot
wooded lot. See by appointment
only. Jerry Wallace, 753-7868
after 4:30 p. m.
3-3-C

WEDNESDAY - JULY 3, 1968

GARLAND ALUMINUM Service
bffers expert Installation along
with 25-40% saving; on aluminum siding, windows and doors
We are a newly formed family
business with some 20 years
accumulated experience. Free
estimates With ns obligations.
Phone 489-2427. Call now for

by Charles M. Schulz

-

73

THAT'S AN INTERE511NG
POINT OF VIEUJ...

DOROTHY EDEN'S new bestseller

IfE MO MI

I,

From the noel published by Coward-McCann, Inc. Copyright C 1967.
1968 by Doroth". Eden. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

CHAPTER 1
life of living out of suitcases. narrow path without stepping
HILE waiting in the old I spent the summer in Austrisi. into the garden border. He
house in Copenhagen, Det Yugoslavia a:nd Hungary, the seemed to be enjoying the enGamle Huus. as the Danes autumn in Italy and Spain. the counter. The great pianist's
would call it, with a fire crack- winter in Morocco and Sardinia, house was closed, but I, the unling on the wide hearth and a and now, the spring, in Majorca mistakably English woman, was
gale sweeping up the Sound so and Minorca.
there instead.
It was in Majorca that I met
that flying spume clouded the
"It was meant to be a comwindows, I decided to write my Otto Winther. And began call- pliment." he said. -We Danes
ing myself Lllise, instead of like the English."
autobiography.
I searched for a beginning. Louise, a subtle difference.
"Well, thank you."
We met, of all places, in the
Vulnerability was my trouble.
"I noticed a cafe just outside.
I was both emotionally and fi- dark green shadowy garden be- I intend to have some coffee.
longing to Chopin's house at Since I am deprived of .he mornancially insecure.
I will explain at once that Valldemossa. We had both just bid pleasure of looking inside
this is not an autobiography in made the discovery that the a dead man's house, will you
the conventional sense, because house was not open..on,Sundays. join me? It's chilly here, anyWe stood in the small mossy way. The Ice Maiden can't be
it covers such a short period of
my life. Yet it is in the true garden with its palm trees, far away."
"Who is she?"
sense, since this past year was privet borders, hyacinths • :and
the one in which I began to live. auriculas, looking at each other.
"She came for Herre Chopin,
"You, too, are frustrated." didn't she? In Danith mytholNone of those childhood anecdotes and total recall for me_ said -this large, main
for- ogy the Ice Maiden is death.".
Copenhagen. I was thinldng.
This was the year, I, me. began. eigner.
At first I thought he was be- I remembered a picture of a
The other person, the child, the
adolescent, the dreamer, the ing remarkably farniliar..-Surely green spire twisted like a peponly sister of five brothers, had my almost constant loneliness permint stick. And the Tivoli
didn't show that much.
Gardens. with balloons and colbecome a'post.
Then I realized he was talk- ored fountains and luxury resMy brothers called me Lem or
Lulu. I was the youngest, and ing about the house being taurants. And storks, and Hans
Andersen, and moated castles
they had kept me a baby. So closed.
"Yes, isn't it disappointing? arid wild, windy beechwoodi.
had my .parents. I hadn't realized the loving, claustrophobic I did Want to touch that piano Denmark, A country that, to
me„. belonged entirely to fairy
atmosphere I had lived in until --forbidden or not."
"Then you must be a roman- tale*.
suddenly it an vanished and I
was thrust out into the chilly, tic. The old yellow keys speakHe was right when he acing again? Conjuring up a cused me of being a romantic:
hard world.
My parents kad died, within ghost?"
"You're here alone?" I asked.
Was I romantic? That was
six months of each other. My
"Alas. And you?"
I shrugged. "I usually am. I
brothers emigrated to Australia. almost a word of-derision nowaI had decided to live in London dayr But if loving scenes lilee have a job that requires a lot
and pursue my chosen but ter- this --- the old 'peach - colored of traveling."
ribly difficult career as a writ- monastery with the ausa,re lit"Then you must arrange that
tle' house tucked. against It, and it bring you to Denmark someer.
I won't dwell on the inter- the leafless chestnuts casting time. You could visit me on my
vening five years, except to scribbles of shadow over the farm. But coffee first, yes?"made me one, . He stood aside to let me go
mention briefly a disastrous cobblestones
love affair with Ivor that in- then I wouldn't argue about the ahead of him. The air, crisp and
evitably shaped subsequent term.
cool from the mountains, that
"Europe is full of houses like couldn't cure poor
events. It appeared that from
Frederic
this,
with
small
nevhad
dark
the
beginning
man
the
bedrooms Chopin of his tuberculosis, made
where
famous
and
me,
er intended CO marry
consumptives me feel absolutely bursting with
had eventually become bored by have coughed away their lives." life.. My middle-aged pickup
-Surely
that's
an exaggera- night later require a little
my too intense devotion. After
that moment of t rut h. badly tion. There Was Keats . . ." I handling, but I could ,do ..that,
stopped,
unable to think of any- too.
scarred but still alive. I had
elf
avoided any serious relation- one else.
"My name," he said, "is Otto
"You forget your fathom; Winther."
ships and devoted myself to my
career My looks had gone off, Brontes?"
-I'm Luise Amberley."
"Of course. Am I so unmiskind friends said. but my ca-Miss?"
takably English?"
reer was developing.
I held my ringless fingers to• I had a flair for writing
"Unmistakably. Even without gether. "Yes."
amusing, lighthearted apd orig- opening your mouth." He stood
"Remarkable," he said.
inal pieces about foreign places. there, blocking my path, smilWhen the editor of the newspa- ing a genial smile, his blue eyei
He gas., his genial laugh. His
per for which I worked discov- teasing kindly. He looked like a blue eyes twipkled. He was
one
ered this, he asked me if I Scandinavian. He was about of tne most pleasant looking
svoiiid Hite to do regular travel forty. I thought. Perhaps a lit- men : had ever met.
articles. --and if so. it would tle older: And at least six feet
"I pry compliments better
mean I would have to spend three inches. with broad shoul- over coffee. Come,
most of the year traveling.
ders and a large head with
"Or perhapa." he said, when
I didn't hesitate. I shut up my thick fair hair. He was a moat we bed gctten our coffee
served
flat ow h I c h. %V AB too full of impressive specimen. I svon., at a table on the pavement
outmemories of Ivor. although it dered If his Aire were waiting side the cafe, "you are
younger
was more 'than a year since we for him in hisiear,
than you look."
..had parted i and began my new
I coialdkr, pass.
'
thim on Ihe (r,,
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Nancy

by Ernie Busluniller
I SHOULD HAVE WARNED)
AUNT FRITZ) THAT
I HAD WAXED THE )--)
GARAGE
FLOOR

•

•

•
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Abbie 'N Slats

by'R. Van Buren
THE NEWSPAPER SAID
THAT DR STEVEN BRETTOUR DOC SAM- WAS ON
THE STAFF OF THIS
HOSPITAL . p_

WHY ARE- YOU
INTERESTED IN
DR. BRETT? ARE
YOU RELATED
ID HIM?

FRIENDS CAN BE MORE
IMPORTANT THAN REL ATIVE S
AND YOuR INTEREST
IN STEVEN SEEMS
'TO BE
GENUINE.

4\
U re.

-••
••-••••••
Sog*, by 1.•••5 1•••••• I•••••••.

Lil' Abner

r

by Al Capp
-TO START
ALL OVER
AGAIN THE
HUMAN
RACE!!

VAR RD'
ABNER--

-A VAR FO'-505.r- HONEST
AE-A'THEN,NATCHERLN
AH GOTTA GIVE MAMMY
AN'PAPPY EQUAL

TIMMY,
.9'

•••
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•

•

•
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THE LEDGER

MURRAY, IC

ENTuccy

Club contributed $500, butes all of her time and ef,
ma
WEKiodnos $5000, Loons Club $100 for at no expense to the osoniLodge $300.00 nunit„y or
Wiwi the Moose
the
Red Cross.
Resodents of Calloway Mune
The Volunteer takes some ablood
receive
to
continue
bum.
will
at the hospital, she re(Coaelseed From Pegs 1)
(Continued From Pigs 1)
Mrs H M. Russell will be
just the cost of tranatu- Ported, especially at the visit- a bawling out from a Brown
the leader of a Prayer Retreat from the American Red Cross with
charged.
being
desk, since some people are Thrasher who had a nest in
to be held at Lanibuth College, in the recent tornado disaster. skit
Blankenship reported tuider the
Mrs
impression they are the tree, not over five feet off
Jackson, Tenn., July 11-12. All These funds went to rebuilding
increesing,
are
case loads
paid employees. Volunteers con- the ground We apologized for
Methodist women of the Idern of homes damaged or destroy- that
in
war
due primarily to the
tribute their service free of our intrusion and she_got back
phis Conference are invited to ed.
Viet Nam.
char
and work under the on her nest grumblion about
attend.
The report showed that two
Mrs. Ann Hays Chairmen of rules
and regulations of the
Mrs. Russell is president a: w
killed in the tornado, Volunteers made a detailed reMrs Hays was thanked perhospital.
the Southeastern Juriediction, thr'tsospstalized. twelve treatpon on the work of the VolunVolunteers take a profession- sonally by several members of
Women's Society of Christian ed and four homes destroyed.
that
showed
report
teers. This
al approach to their work, she the board for the contribution
Service. She is the wife of i Eight homes or trailers were
Wt year over 5,000 hours were continued, although
Methodist monster who is cur damaged
they fully of the Volunteers.
wont by Volunteers in work
Mrs. Brandon Parker, First
rently ser% ing as district super
In a report of the last visit at the hospital, in the Blood realize the are not nurses or
RN's The Volunteer provides Aid Chairman, reported she
inteadent of the Morristown • of the Bloodmobile, William
Bank program, disaster work, many services at the hospital will be leaving Murray this
Tenn., District of the P.olston Boyd Chairman reported that
an in other areas where Vol. to make the May of the patient month to rejoin her husband
Conference
274 donors appeared on May tar leers were needed.
more- comfortable.
Lt. Col. Brandon Parker who
The theme of the retreat will 21 to give blood to maintain the
Mrs. May pointed out that
A total of 5,863 hours were leaves Viet Nam today to rebe "The Fruits of the _Spirit." status of the county with the Volunteers take a special course
contributed free of charge by turn to Ameica. Mrs. Parker
Cost for each woman attend- Nashville Blood Bank.
to prepare them for the work the Volunteers last year -With has also done an outstanding
ing
is $600. Reservations
The program was almost lost of the Volunteer This is a
mod of this spent at the hos- job in her capacity, training a
should be made through the because of lack of finances, &fficult course which takes
number of instructors to carry
local Chairman of flipiritual but was saved when the Sigma some time to complete. She said pital.
A vote of thanks was made on the first aid work of the
Department of the Murray Wo- aloo that the Volunteer contriGrowth.
by the Board of Directors and Red Cross, a spokesman said.

Mrs. Russell To
Lead Prayer Retreat

LESTER NANNY...

STORE H(XURS: 8:30 - 5:00 Mon. thru
Si* The Shit

Sat.

vidk The Big Yellow Sign

Friday- 8:30 - 8:00 Saturday 8:30 5:30

Satisfaction Is Guaranteed On Every Sale

MELLO MIST

-

,
•
:-••••••••••••••

*AV* offer these

13 OZ.?CAN
'f.L

Perma
Press

REG. PRICE

mello.mist

eV. for •Olia41 will insp•ti

our

amazing Jamaica va-

1

lues fire.

LU

Ii
IX

LADIES'AND GIRLS'SLEEVELESS

5
C3

BLOUSES

•
OftoarEsof coop orsuli
erphe imar. sim*WWI

•all the popular
fancy patterns
• -At our price, this famous American
anufacturer insists on being unnamed!

42c

6

COLGATE

TOOTHPASTE.
KUG SIZE
ISO OFF
LABEL)

•Smartly 'styled, casual fashions, tailored from
quality fabrics.
•Full arrav.of patterns, prints and solid pastels
Since 11166

First Quality shirts
in solid colors and

990

SAVE
570

•Shrewd Ladies with en

Early Rush Dates
By Pin Hellenic
Council Given

4

PLASTIC

Laundry. Bask
°Close %sense design
'Assorted colors

.
°Heavy duty,

REG. PRICE-19..

Murray Marble
Works

'$1.98 value

BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager
111 Maple St
753.2512

Also short and
roll-4 sleeves.

SAVE 34045

,mirs

LISTERINE

outhwash PADDED BRAS

•Seletoioa includes meet and dress shirts —
all perma press, soil release
•Button down and perms stay collars,
'
long tails 'Short sleeve, sizes S.M.L.

Wranglers Riding
Club Plans Show

14 OZ. BOTTLE

SAVE 44k

69.

Ml

NOW
ONLY!

elf

8'
4
s4
0

it makes good sense

753-1201 .

LUXURY

WORK SHOES
oorre

4
0

NOW YOU KNOW

BATH TOWELS

•Goodyear welt retains shoe
shape.
•Rugged enough for the toughest job,
yet easygoing comfort.
•Sizes 6' to 12.
I) and lit.: Widths
oneitilw7

•Gently foam shaped
to uplift and accent
natural cur,. cc.

REG. PRICE $1.15

•Made by
particular
Americans'

A Horse stew wilt be held
Saturday, July 6. starting at
three p. in. at the Wranglers
Riding Club.
This is a WKHA approved
show and some of the beet
norses in Western Kentucky
are expected to be competing
for the five place trophies giv
en in each of the 77 classes
to be held
Admission will be one dollar per car load Food and
drinks will be available in the
concession stand.
The riding ring may be reach
ed by taking Highway 94 east for
gosorontoord year 'rowed
two miles from Murray. turr, past
-five living
s
left at Lake Stop Grocery, and
follow the blacktop for two
D0417 VINC•411U TIMM
miles.

1

-

Perma Press Shirts

ma

2.1; United Press International
Chief Justice John Marshall
__served on the Supreme Court
for 34 eors ,longer than. soo
lime the (fool
--ottuO
.i• oreotes1 in 1789

EVERY DAY IS DOLI

We will be CLOSED JULY 4th
LAMES'MOM
y Shirts
HAIR SPRAY Henle
'for All The Family
SHO

•dialeatere•Caroly

a.

Whet a nice visit today train
Mi. and Mrs. H. R. McCuiston
of Phoenix. AriZ0114 They are
Calloway County folks who now
live out there. We had a nice
talk. Mrs. bicCuiston said we
have more flowers and birds
here than they have in Arizona,
but they also have some that
we do not have. They have the
Roadrunner (state bird of New
Mexico). Nice visit from some
nice folks Mr. McCuiston is ,
a •
Pat's brother and Mrs. Mal
Hurt's brother.

DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

Letter To Editor.
topossiesd

*

in Bel
More building going on
Center.
Shopping
Aar

•
DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL STORES- EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT
DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

Elmer Penney Rites
Held On Tuesday

•

Stsnferd Andrus het ton flatr '
looking Blue Spruce

ye

-- =

Mts. Lookosky said ail Slur:
ray and Calloway County girls
interested in pledging one of
the six sororities at Murray
State should contact Miss Lillian Tate, dean of women, by
Monday, July 22. Letters and
forms will be then be completed in tame for the rush program in September.
Each of the six sororities has
Its awn zoom in the Pan Hellenic building at Chestnut and
North 16th Streets. Freshmao
and upper tlassmen are eligible
for pledging in the sororities.
Ate six sororities on the canpus are Alphe Delta Pi, Alptui
Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha CriMill11 Delta, Kap.
pa Delia. and Sigma Siena Sig-
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Du4uid, T C Collie, and GinFuneral services for Pool nie Hutson
Orr, Louise
9:15 Richard
David Adams, age 22, were
held today at three p m at the Lando John Irvan, and Beth
Coldwater ()lurch of Chard Belot*.
9:20 Hunt Smock. Annette
with Bra John Hoover and Bo
Coleman Crocker officiaut.g. Alexander, Tommy Alexander.
Burial was in the church CfS118- and Jennye Sue Smock.
9 25 G B. Scott, Jr., Margaret
tery with the arrangements `oy
Churchill Funer4 Sthuffett. Ed Frank Kirk, and
the J H
Judy Latimer.
Home
9 30 Ben Grogan, Glenda
Pallbearers were Raymond
Whit, Garnett Adams, Teddy Hughes, Charles Sexton. and
A.darns, Ralph Morgan, Ford Anna Mary Achim.
Veneta
9.35 Gingles
Adams, Dennis Morgan, DaLas
Sexton, W L
and Mary
Adams, and Bert Jones.
Adams was fatally injured a Frances Bell.
9-40 Brent Hughes, Delores
an automobile accident on Kentucky Highway 80 in Marshall Warner, Bill Thunman, and
County last Saturday night. He Carol Hibbard.
9:45 George Briwo, Marie
was a member of the Coldwater
Church of Chrint. Adams re- Lassiter, Buddy Hewitt, and
turned in October of last year Martha Sue Ryan
9:50 Henry Fulton, Betty
after serving 11 months and 22
Jim Didguid and Frandays in Vietnam with the U. S Lowry,
Army. He was employed as a ces Hulse.
9:55 Jiggs Lassiter, Nancy
tow motor operator in the Astenably Department of the Mur- Fandrich, Louis C Ryan, and
ray Divon of the Tappan Jerelene
10:0e Cook Sanders, Evelyn
'.7cienpany
Survivors are his vote, Mrs. Jones, Red Howe, arid Agnes
Nancy Adams, one son, Paul Payne.
10:05 Johnny McCage, LanDavid Adams. Jr.; parents, Mr.
and Mrs Clayton W. Adams, cue Thurman, Hal Houston,
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. and Mona Purclom.
No. 4 tee:
Caarence Morgan and Mr. and
9:00 Frank Fitch. Frances
Newt Adams; three sis,
Ism, Mrs Mary E. Barrow, Miss Miller, Woodfin Hutson, and
- lie Ann Adams, and lhss Deb- lnua Orr.
9:05 San Spiceland, Dorothy
jay Adams, one brother,
Holland, lbsnmy Latimer. and
n Dale Adams.
Edna Xnight.
9:10 Rex Alexander. Mehssa
Brisco, Jim Frank, and opine
Entch.
9:15 Tommy Sandera, Rabe
Kirk, Charles Warner, and
rnes for Elmer Penny;
Shirley Boone.
age 31. were held Tuesday at
No. 7 tee.
two ,pm. at the chspel of the
.in Payne, Euldene
9:00
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
Robinson. Bernard Bell. and
With Rev. Lloyd Wilson officiaMadelyn Lamb
ting.
9:05 Vernon Cohoon. MargarPailbeiarer- -were
Hobart et Polly, Billie Cohoon. and
Payne, Waiter_ Hopkins, Sam Don Bobirscra.
Grecoo, James- Lebrillo, John
Parziale. and Keith Cued Burial was in Warray Manorial
Gardens with the Max H.
From Page 1)
Cliuseinli Funeral Hoene in
greatest nation on earth---the
charge of the arrangements_
U. S. A. Do we appreciate our
Penny died lad Saturday nation and her flag of freenight as a result of an auto- dom' Maybe we don't and cert- •-•
mobile accident on Kentucky ainly now we are disturbed at
'Highway 80 in Marshell Coma. the present conduaons and our
•olie-eras employed es a maw is& of peace MoYbe you are
Rea at the Murray Division of saying, too, what can I do about
fie Tappan Company
It
,
• -Survivors are he wife, Mrs.
As We celebrate on July 4,
_ Aleellyn Howie Penney: three let us look up in thanksgiving
Beverly, to our Creator for the wonderand Donna Penney, one son, ful heritage we have, and fqr
Danny Penney; father, John soaking us a great nation Then
Penney, four sisters, Mesdames let us do as I Timothy 2:13
Hobart norm, Sam Grectio says—pray for our leaders to---- Ames Lobrillo, and Walter day and that they shall turn
Illipkins; tat brothers, Jewel more to God for help in tomes
T. and Finley M. Penney.
— of such serious problems as
they Lace. We want to see peace
Instead of war and riots in our
nation. AS Christians let us be
----oelert and do our part m prarer and in everyway we can to
byi keep our freedom and bring
Obout peace.
The Early Rush program
Sincerely.
the Pan Hellenic Council an
Lorene Clayton
Murray State University will
Hazel. Kentucky
start on Tuesday, September 10
according to an announcement,
by Mary Helen Lookosky of
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Mayfield. treading of the coon-!
cil.

—

•

7i1

Paul David Adams jAciffrry
.•
Funeral Is Held At
(Caolhillad Pram Ileee 1)
Coldwater Church
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Thessi large Turkish bath towels are slight
irregulars of 21.00 to $1.51 values in stripes
and solids. Extra Thick A id Thirity

MEI

4c

'Downy white
cotton broadcloth.
'Sixes
32 to 38 A & B's
34 to 44 Cs

6

2.
ILP

-- Limns- AND was—

•

AMAJCARIORTS
•Shreuil Indies With inieye for value
will
inspect our amazing Janiaica
%ohms first.
'Quality
fabrics — We $
have them all,
and you'll love
our selection of
colors.

•

S.1.98 Values
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lemur Unwire ••4
Pao Canard Camor•••
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